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Introduction
Job to Stay is a direct reply to the greatest social challenge the EU has faced in its entire history: the
effects of the migration wave caused by the Syrian war, the general terror campaign by the Islamic
State and other violent conflicts in the Middle East and in Africa. As a consequence, 2.1 million
official asylum claims were submitted in EU member states in 2015 and in 2016 (Eurostat, quarter
reports 2017), 1,200,000 of them in Germany alone (BAMF, Aktuelle Zahlen zu Asyl 2017).
Meanwhile, for various reasons, the numbers of refugees decreased and mostly initial care, official
registration and the primary supply of accommodation etc. are not the main problems anymore.
Female refugees suffer even more from this situation. They are often less qualified than men and
come from countries where their traditional role allows less opportunities to be involved in public or
business life. This traditional social behaviour is often transferred to their European host countries
and makes them almost “invisible” from public life. It is more difficult to establish contact with them
and their life circumstances do not often foster social inclusion or job integration. Therefore,
particular attention should be paid to raising the number of female participants in training and
employment programmes.
Another challenge to be urgently tackled is the sustainable integration of refugees into domestic
labour markets. It is necessary to design new procedures for competence assessment, vocational
orientation and testing as well as the necessary qualification so that they allow the quick processing
of a large numbers of participants. For this purpose, new approaches in competence assessment,
qualification and certification are to be tested and implemented.
The main objective of the Erasmus+ project Job to stay is to establish competence assessment
procedures based on previous ECVET and EQR systems. The project focuses on job profiles for basic
unskilled occupations which usually relate to the EQF Level 2 (or partly Level 3). For these
qualification levels there are usually no standardised comprehensive profiles or learning outcomes
described. Some knowledge, skills and competences required in order to be able to work at this
qualification level are partly covered by existing national curricula. However, at this low qualification
level they are mostly taken for granted since they were acquired during prior learning experiences at
school and in VET systems or because they are simply part of Europe’s culture.
Yet, refugees often do not have these learning experiences and are hardly familiar with European
standards, traditions and culture in social, public and professional life. Many issues totally clear and
self-evident to Europeans are mostly absolutely new to refugees and provide real problems to them.
Therefore, there is an urgent need to describe the job profiles and learning outcomes at EQF Level 2
from scratch and in detail and – most important - to interlink them with culturally determined
standards as well as with a certain level of (general and professional) languages skills necessary for
being successful in the job.
Based on results of the preliminary research work as well as on professional experience, the project
group will approach this challenge by holistically describing job profiles leaving a maximum of
flexibility to interlink them with national standards and requirements. The EQF will serve as a general
description model for this work.
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According to these frameworks, profiles and learning outcomes will be described for following
professions in the tourism sector:
•
•
•
•
•

Housekeeping
Kitchen assistance
Assistance cook
Assistant steward and barmaid
Landscape management assistant

The main outcome of Intellectual Output 1 (IO1) is a detailed EQF-based description of job profiles
and learning outcomes including culturally determined standards of knowledge (e.g. cleanliness,
hygiene, acceptance of noise, professional clothing, work hierarchies), skills (e.g. general and
professional skills in language spoken on the job) and competences (e.g. communication and
behaviour in social and professional settings).
Nine partners in this EU-project cooperate and work commonly on a common objective across
country borders. Due to the expertise of EUROPEAN NEIGHBOURS (Austria), Formazione Co & So
Network (Italy) and the Association Odyssée (France), social inclusion and the integration into the
labour market of female refugees are possible. In addition to this, the development of educational
programmes for female refugees counts as extensive experience of the Slovene Philanthropy
asssociation for the promotion of voluntary work (Slovenia). The IHK Projektgesellschaft
(Ostbrandenburg) mbH as well as the Verbund für soziale Projekte (VSP) communicate with the
target group on a nearly daily basis due to their work, furthermore they have a large spread network
within the German economy. The network is also one of the strengths of the European Network for
Transfer and Exploitation of EU Project Results (E.N.T.E.R.; Austria), which is going to spread the
project results to the target groups, stakeholders as well as for general public. Last but not least, the
Fachhochschule des Mittelstands (University of Applied Sciences; FHM; Germany) Schwerin and the
Univerza na primorskem (Slovenia) ensure the scientific quality of the international project and make
sure that all results are scientifically valid and proven.
Generally, the job profiles were chosen due to the low entrance barriers. Furthermore, they
represent the tourism industry’s greatest lack of skilled and professional workers. Parallel, the
partnership of Job to stay was equally carefully chosen, as the job profiles have to be created and
developed by experts. For this reason, all partners have long experience and training at their
disposal, which makes them to experts in their fields.
At last, it should be mentioned that this handbook is a general and standardized description not
only of the European Transparency Instruments but also of the job descriptions and the cultural
standards themselves. This version shall use as an orientation for employers and people on the way
of their labour market integration and as a “first aid kit” to get a hold of and first insight into the
topic of integration. Yet, as there are many differences not only within European countries
themselves but between them especially, there are national norms and regulations that people must
comply with in the countries. This means, that especially governmental rules and the legal conditions
and the dealing with refugees is highly individualized within the European countries. For this reason,
this handbook is a mere standardization and a collection of examples from the partner countries.
They do not have to apply to other countries and they do not claim to be the ultimate and only
6

solution. That is the reason for the partnership decided to have national language versions of this
handbook. Therefore, the English one is a kind of frame and first-orientation, whereas the national
versions contain all relevant information on country-level. So, there are national, specialized
versions available in German (for Germany and Austria), Italian, French and Slovene.
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1 The European Transparency Instruments
In the following paragraphs, several of the European Transparency Instruments will be shortly
presented. These tools mean an umbrella term covering all instruments or systems related to ECTS,
ECVET, EQAVET and EQF.

1.1 The European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET)
Based on the Copenhagen Process the European Commission acts in partnership with national
governments, employers' and workers' groups and countries outside the EU to:
•
•
•

improve the quality of training (initial education, continuing development)
improve the quality of teachers, trainers and other professionals in the sector
make courses more relevant to the labour market1.

The ECVET system is part of the European Transparency Instruments. As it is quite complex and
comprehensive, it will be introduced a bit more in detail in the following paragraphs.
The ECVET system was established in 2009, becoming a voluntary, but common basis for mobility and
knowledge-transfer within Europe. The European Credit system for Vocational Education and
Training (ECVET) helps individuals who are seeking to acquire a Vocational Education and Training
(VET) qualification to move between countries and gain access to lifelong learning opportunities.
Each country in the European Federation is free to adapt these standards, therefore responsible for
the implementation of the ECVET system on their own. For this reason, the system is still rarely
known in some European countries so far.
The aim of the European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) is to:
•

•
•
•

make it easier for people to get validation and recognition of work-related skills and
knowledge acquired in different systems and countries – so that they can count towards
vocational qualifications
make it more attractive to move between different countries and learning environments
increase the compatibility between the different Vocational Education and Training (VET)
systems in place across Europe, and the qualifications they offer
increase the employability of VET graduates and the confidence of employers that each VET
qualification requires specific skills and knowledge2

There are several other practices which shall allow an implementation of the ECVET system in the EU
countries (e.g. Work based learning in Europe, Sector Skills Alliances, or Agenda for new skills and
jobs). Further information on the use, implementation and status of the ECVET system can be found
here amongst other resources:
•
1
2

http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/node/11836

https://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/vocational-policy_en
https://ec.europa.eu/education/policy/vocational-policy/ecvet_en
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•
•

http://www.ecvet-secretariat.eu/en/faq-page
http://www.ecvet-toolkit.eu/

ECVET is based on concepts and principles, which are used in a systematic way to establish a
common and user-friendly language for transparency, transfer, accumulation and recognition of
learning outcomes. Some of these concepts and processes are already embedded in many
qualifications systems across Europe. The main ECVET concepts and principles are:
Learning outcomes, which are statements of knowledge, skills and competence that can be
achieved in a variety of learning contexts.
Units of learning outcomes that are components of qualifications. Units can be assessed,
validated and recognised.
ECVET points, which provide additional information about units and qualifications in a
numerical form.
Credit that is given for assessed and documented learning outcomes of a learner. Credit can
be transferred to other contexts and accumulated to achieve a qualification on the basis of
the qualifications standards and regulations existing in the participating countries.
Mutual trust and partnership among participating organisations. These are expressed in
Memoranda of Understanding and Learning Agreements3.
By describing units of learning outcomes as parts of qualifications that can be assessed and validated,
ECVET achieves the transfer and recognition of VET. Indications are based on the size of units and
qualifications in ECVET points. Thereby, 60 ECVET points represent one full year of studying in a VET.
ECVET becomes a framework for mobility throughout Europe, making things easier for learners and
qualifications more international available.
The ECVET system is one basic offer of the EU Commission to facilitate the validation, recognition and
accumulation of work-related skills and knowledge acquired during a stay in another country. One of
the basic principles in this system are the learning outcomes, as they ensure the individual’s own
learning status quo and the achievement of different learning activities in different countries. While
they are “collecting” credit points, these can then be transferred into any qualifications system
within Europe. They can be accumulated at any time in any place in Europe participating in the ECVET
system. Mobility and international experience as well as international exchange of expertise can
prosper with these systems way easier.

1.1.1 Learning Outcomes & Learning Outcome Units in the ECVET system
As mentioned above, the Learning Outcomes are one of the basic principles in the ECVET system.
Learning outcomes are statements of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on
completion of a learning process (see the 2008 Recommendation on the European Qualifications
Framework - EQF)4. They act as an assessment possibility of qualifications, curricula or qualification
frameworks. Each measurement (e.g. a VET qualification) is granted certain values of learning

3
4

http://www.ecvet-secretariat.eu/en/what-is-ecvet
http://www.ecvet-secretariat.eu/en/faq-page#t1n966
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outcomes which have to be achieved by the participant in order to get credit points. Like this, they
make assessments of skills, knowledge and competences possible.
To simplify the process of assessing participants and their learning achievements, learning outcomes
are grouped into single units. A unit is a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent set of
knowledge, skills and competence that can be assessed and validated. Units enable progressive
achievement of qualifications through transfer and accumulation of learning outcomes. They are
subject to assessment and validation which verify and record that the learner has achieved the
learning outcomes expected5. Assessed learning outcomes constitute credit which can be
accumulated through ‘points’; credit points are the basis for enabling the transfer between learning
contexts and for the accumulation of learning outcomes. In ECVET, learning outcomes are used as a
basis for credit transfer and accumulation.

1.1.2 ECVET in the framework of non-formal and informal learning
The validation process for non-formal and informal learning in view of achieving a qualification
typically follows these phases:
•
•
•
•

Identification of knowledge, skills and competences developed during voluntary activities, in
a family or work environment or during leisure.
Documentation of these learning outcomes through the collection of evidence such as
descriptions of previous working activities, development of a portfolio or assessment.
Validation of these learning outcomes against standards, referential or list of expected
learning outcomes.
Award of a qualification or part of a qualification (recognition of learning outcomes).

ECVET facilitates this process because it:
•

•
•

Describes the knowledge, skills and competence required for a qualification and the
associated units. This makes it easier for the competent institution to identify what learners’
have already achieved in comparison to what is required in view of a qualification.
Can be used to enable learners to achieve some units through validation of non-formal and
informal learning and others through formal learning.
Facilitates the documentation of learning outcomes achieved through the use of tools such
as personal transcripts.

ECVET therefore enables learners to achieve qualifications partly by having non-formal and informal
learning validated and recognised and by achieving the remaining units through formal learning6.

1.1.3 “ECVET Technical Tools”
The ECVET system offers a variety of support to enable participants and companies taking part in the
mobility and exchange programme. There are a lot of “technical” documents simplifying cooperation

5
6

http://www.ecvet-secretariat.eu/en/faq-page#t2n969
http://www.ecvet-secretariat.eu/en/faq-page#t6n984
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in the common framework of VET assessment and accumulation. In the following, there is a short
overview of ECVET instruments, that can be used:
•
•
•

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
Learning Agreement
Personal Transcript

In the framework of this project, the partnership is searching for ECVET Tools that can be beneficial
for the recognition and assessment of non-formal, informal and formal knowledge, skills and
competences. The Learning Agreement is one example of a tool which can be used by the
partnership and people in general. It allows the documentation of a learner’s qualifications and a
description of the learning outcomes that should be achieved within a certain measurement. The
Learning Agreement therefore is useful for the partnership, as it gives an overview of the learner’s
(independently whether this is a person with the status as “refugee”, a migrant or a foreign applicant
of a company) previous learning experiences, skills, knowledge and competences. Annex 1 shows an
example of an Learning Agreement.
In general, the Learning Agreement is mainly used for mobility learning, in which a person from one
country takes a VET in another country. To record the learning process, a status quo will be set at the
beginning and the end of the VET. This way, it is easy to see the improvements and deepening of
knowledge, skills and competences gained through the VET abroad.
The same procedure can be used by the partnership when supporting refugees to find work /
placements for 6 months in a tourism company. At first, previous knowledge, skills and competences
will be assessed – mainly – by the use of simulation and based on the interviews with the target
group. The partners want to find out what job profile is the best fitting option for a candidate
through experiencing the workplace. Here, a close connection and cooperation between practical
partners (e.g. Hotels, Spas, nurseries, Cafés, Bars, Restaurants, but also the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, the Chamber of Crafts or the Employment Agency) is essential, as they also help in
finding the right place and activities for the candidates.
The Learning Agreement can then be seen as basic document, which gives proof of the current
status-quo of the applying refugee / migrant. It is also the documentation for the increase of skills,
knowledge and competences after the successful 6 months’ work / placement and shall mirror the
improvements of the candidates. Nevertheless, the Learning Agreement is originally aimed at the
two companies that are related to the exchange of an employee. It is not truly meant for the
employees themselves and thereby also not directly aimed at the refugees. For them, there is a more
handy document, which they can use: the Europass.
Still, the Learning Agreement is a great overview and a kind of image of an applicant for
organisations. This way, the partnership uses an existing tool of the ECVET system to actually support
the access for refugees or migrants into the labour market.
In addition to that, the Personal Transcript might be a useful tool for the refugees aimed at in the
project: The personal transcript is a record of learning achievements. It contains information on
learners’ assessed learning outcomes, units and ECVET points awarded. It also specifies the identity
of the learner and the competent institution(s) that assessed, validated and recognised learners’
11

credit. The personal transcript is a document that belongs to the learner7. This is enhanced by other
European Transparency Tools, such as the Europass (consisting of five documents) and the EQF.
As the Europass is the commonly used tool in practice, the partnership is going to use this document,
as this is more common as the Personal Transcript. For this reason, the Europass is described
explicitly in the following.

1.1.4 Application of ECVET principles to the weighting of learning outcomes
In 2009, the European Commission endorsed the recommendation of the European Parliament and
the Council on the establishment of a European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training
(ECVET). By doing this, the crediting, recognition and accumulation of learning outcomes achieved by
individual learners should be centrally recorded. In addition, it is a central goal to promote
transparency, mobility, permeability and lifelong learning8. In this context, ECVET provides a
breakdown of corresponding qualifications into competence-oriented learning units. The where and
how competence acquisition is achieved is largely of secondary importance. Generally speaking, a
trainee should be able to earn up to 60 credit points per year, depending on the individual number of
learning units9 (Le Mourillour, 2006). Such recommendations from the European Union may,
however, include heuristic approach. For example, within Germany the cultural sovereignty of the
federal states is recognised. Furthermore, each EU member state decides independently, as far as
possible, the national implementation and thus country-specific divergences which are found
regarding actual conversion, recognition and therefore, accreditation.
Overall, both the breadth and depth of learning outcomes achieved can be derived from a
comparable description of learning outcomes and the allocation of credit points in conjunction with
the level of requirements according to the DQF or EQF. This also promotes transparency. In a similar
way, credit transfer potentials are identified which also promote permeability within the framework
of the vocational training system. For example, a credit for learning outcomes already achieved can
be recognised, resulting in a shortened initial and continuing training period10. Nevertheless, it must
be expressly stated that planning and organisational discourse between all relevant actors, including
the trainee, is indispensable. Both required and already achieved learning outcomes and selfassessment of the current level of performance, from which credit and qualification options are
subsequently derived, are obligatory. Likewise, the derivation of the training plan must always focus
on the respective trainee in order to guarantee individuality, flexibility and a learning outcome
orientation of the training process. In order to recognise and credit learning outcomes, it is critical
that all participants’ records are closely interlinked.
While this factor seemed largely feasible within the framework of the Job to Stay partner consortium,
this does not necessarily apply to another decisive prerequisite, that of crediting by means of ECVET
points which requires the existence of uniform criteria with regard to their assignment, credit
recommendations and options for practical application across all vocational training systems and
occupational areas in all partner countries. The existing standards of vocational profiles vary greatly
7

http://www.ecvet-secretariat.eu/en/faq-page#t9n989
https://www.na-bibb.de/themen/ecvet/bildungspolitische-massnahmen/
9
https://www.bibb.de/veroeffentlichungen/de/bwp/show/1105
10
Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (2012): Durchlässigkeit und Transparenz fördern. DECVET - Ein
Reformansatz in der beruflichen Bildung.
8
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between the partner countries, for example, Slovenia does not yet have any job profiles for level 2;
Austria and Italy have already found some basic indicators; Germany and France, however, can
consider the starting conditions to be somewhat more aligned. Within Germany alone, the chances
of ECVET in the context of closed EU projects are emphasised, but at the national level they are
largely neglected because the European idea of learning outcome orientation and the EQF/DQR are
being pursued further.
Frommberger et al. (2012)11 showed in their research on the didactic curricular approaches of the
DECVET projects for the promotion of permeability in the vocational education and training system
within Germany, that the relevant stakeholder in particular, reported little interest in introducing
ECVET points and that they assessed their actual benefits very critically. DECVET is a pilot initiative
that has investigated the ECVET principles for the German education system. According to these
authors, the "pure" workload is not suitable as a basis for recognition. Although the actual
relationship between the time required for learning and the learning outcome achieved tends to
exist here, it is not clear if this is linear. The level of the required learning performance must also be
taken into account when weighting and awarding credit points. Accordingly, assessed ECVET points
are a technical assistance in determining the weight of an individual learning outcome within a
vocational education and training programme. Currently, the allocation of ECVET points would be of
little importance. If these are used, it must above all be ensured that the level of the requirements
which the new content to be learned places on the individual, is included. An exclusive consideration
of the dimension "learning time" is not purposeful. It is also crucial to record the achieved learning
outcomes validly in relation to the overall qualification (i.e. the occupation to be learnt) and a
"credit" does not necessarily have to be realised in the form of a numerical point. If it is foreseeable
that an achieved learning outcome is an integral part of a formal "curriculum", these partial
achievements will be recognised holistically (at least within Germany) with the final examination of
the responsible body. Thus, a separate "recognition" or "scoring" of modules or, as in this case, of
individual learning outcomes, is not effective. Only the holistic examination should assess the entire
training with credits.

1.2 The Europass
In 2002, the European forum on the transparency of vocational qualifications was replaced by a
technical working group, whose mandate – following a demand expressed in the Copenhagen
Declaration was the following: "increasing transparency in vocational education and training through
the implementation and rationalisation of information tools and networks, including the integration
of existing instruments such as the European CV, Certificate and Diploma Supplements, the Common
European Framework of reference for languages and the Europass into one single framework.”12
Commonly they developed the Europass further on; today the Europass consists of the following
documents:

11

Frommberger, D.; Milolaza, A.; Reinisch, H.; Steib, C. & Held, G.: Zusammenfassung und Diskussion der
didaktisch-curricularen Ansätze der DECVET-Projekte zur Förderung der Durchlässigkeit im
Berufsbildungssystem. In: Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (Hg.): Durchlässigkeit und Transparenz
fördern. DECVET - Ein Reformansatz in der beruflichen Bildung, S. 131–147.
12
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/about/history
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•
•
•
•
•

The Europass CV (Curriculum vitae) covers all skills and qualifications of a person effectively
and clearly (an example can be seen in Annex 2).
The Language Passport is a self-assessment tool for language skills and qualifications (an
example can be seen in Annex 3).
The Europass Mobility records the knowledge and skills acquired in another European
country (an example can be seen in Annex 4).
The Certificate Supplement describes the knowledge and skills acquired by holders of
vocational education and training certificates.
The Diploma Supplement describes the knowledge and skills acquired by holders of higher
education degrees13.

With these documents, the EU tries to help citizens communicate their skills and qualifications
effectively. This plays a key role in the job search, especially when looking for VET or jobs abroad. On
the other side, such documents help employers to assess and understand skills and qualification from
applicants all over Europe. As they simplify and standardize previous educational and professional
backgrounds, they are well suited to be used by refugees. The partnership lays a special focus on the
Europass CV, the Language Passport as well as the Europass Mobility.
The Europass CV is needed to ensure comparability of the applicants (no matter which status they
have or where they are from) as this is a format with which nearly all Human Resource Managers can
work with. Applicants in general, who are interested at gaining further education abroad or even in a
different company, are recommended to use this standardized form. Refugees in particular can use
this material to document their previous experiences in an understandable way for companies all
over Europe. Like this, it can become one of the primary documents for the integration process, as
the partnership shall support the refugees within the “Buddy-Program” as kind of mentors. It can be
one recommendation to structure previous experiences within the frame of the Europass CV.
The Language Passport shall help to understand the language level of an applicant. As this is based
on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), companies and Human
Resource Managers can easily see the level of language a person is able to speak. Basic condition is a
language test, which classifies or categorizes applicants into this frame. As the partnership is
focussing on refugees to be integrated with the help of jobs on Level 2 of the EQF, candidates are
supposed to have a language level between A1 (and even lower in case of no alphabetisation) and
A2, so the basic use of a second foreign language. The Language Passport can also be used by the
partnership as documentation of the language level of applicants.
The Europass Mobility is now one of the actual assessment tools to mirror the improvements
refugees should get during their work / placement of 6 months. Here, the work place or the
placement can be clearly described with all its tasks and objectives. The duration is clearly kept as
orientation for the employer and the future employee. Special focus is then laid on the skills that are
acquired during the work tasks or the placement. As the work for 6 months should only be the first
step of being integrated into the labour market, refugees should be supported in gaining further
skills, knowledge and competences. They should be enabled to take on further work and
13

https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/documents
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employment after the 6 months placement to actually get sustainable and long-lasting results. The
Europass Mobility equally supports employers and employees in achieving learning objectives which
have been clarified at the beginning of the work. The partnership can therefore use this document to
get a hold of the status-quo of skills, competences and knowledge before and after the placement.

1.3 The European Qualifications Framework for lifelong learning (EQF)
The proposal for the European Qualifications Framework was launched by the European Commission
in September 2006. This recommendation outlines an overarching framework to be set up in Europe
to facilitate comparison of qualifications and qualifications levels in order to promote geographical
and labour market mobility as well as lifelong learning. The core of the framework consists of eight
qualifications levels described through learning outcomes (knowledge, skills and competence) 14. The
European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a common European reference framework which links
countries' qualifications systems together, acting as a translation device to make qualifications more
readable and understandable across different countries and systems in Europe (European
Commission, 2008).
The EQF will relate different countries’ national qualifications systems and frameworks together
around a common European reference – its eight reference levels. The levels span the full scale of
qualifications, from basic (Level 1, for example school leaving certificates) to advanced (Level 8, for
example Doctorates) levels. As an instrument for the promotion of lifelong learning, the EQF
encompasses all levels of qualifications acquired in general, vocational as well as academic education
and training. Additionally, the framework addresses qualifications acquired in initial and continuing
education and training. The eight reference levels are described in terms of learning outcomes. The
EQF recognises that Europe’s education and training systems are so diverse that a shift to learning
outcomes is necessary to make comparison and cooperation between countries and institutions
possible. The EQF therefore emphasises the results of learning rather than focusing on inputs such as
length of study15.
To understand the EQF, first you need to understand the eight levels which are defined by a set of
descriptors indicating the learning outcomes in terms of knowledge, skills and competences
developed, as detailed in the following table:

14
15

https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/sites/eac-eqf/files/brochexp_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/sites/eac-eqf/files/broch_en.pdf
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EQF
Level

Knowledge

Skills

Competence

In the context of EQF,
knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual.

In the context of EQF, skills
are described as cognitive
and practical

In the context of EQF,
competence is described in
terms of responsibility and
autonomy.

Level 1

Basic general knowledge.

Basic skills required to
carry out simple tasks.

Work or study under direct
supervision in a structured
context.

Level 2

Basic factual knowledge of a
field of work or study.

Basic cognitive and
practical skills required to
use relevant information in
order to carry out tasks
and to solve routine
problems using simple
rules and tools.

Work or study under
supervision with some
autonomy.

Level 3

Knowledge of facts,
principles, processes and
general concepts, in a field
of work or study.

A range of cognitive and
practical skills required to
accomplish tasks and solve
problems by selecting and
applying basic methods,
tools, materials and
information.

Take responsibility for
completion of tasks in work
or study; adapt own
behaviour to circumstances
in solving problems.

Level 4

Factual and theoretical
knowledge in broad contexts
within a field of work or
study.

A range of cognitive and
practical skills required to
generate solutions to
specific problems in a field
of work or study.

Exercise self-management
within the guidelines of
work or study contexts that
are usually predictable, but
are subject to change;
supervise the routine work
of others, taking some
responsibility for the
evaluation and
improvement of work or
study activities.

Level 5

Comprehensive, specialised,
factual and theoretical
knowledge within a field of
work or study and an
awareness of the boundaries
of that knowledge.

A comprehensive range of
cognitive and practical
skills required to develop
creative solutions to
abstract problems.

Exercise management and
supervision in contexts of
work or study activities
where there is
unpredictable change;
review and develop
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performance of self and
others.
Level 6

Advanced knowledge of a
field of work or study,
involving a critical
understanding of theories
and principles.

Advanced skills,
demonstrating mastery
and innovation required to
solve complex and
unpredictable problems in
a specialised field of work
or study.

Manage complex technical
or professional activities or
projects, taking
responsibility for decisionmaking in unpredictable
work or study contexts;
take responsibility for
managing professional
development of individuals
and groups.

Level 7

Highly specialised
knowledge, some of which is
at the forefront of
knowledge in a field of work
or study, as the basis for
original thinking and/or
research; critical awareness
of knowledge issues in a field
and at the interface between
different fields.

Specialised problemsolving skills required in
research and/or innovation
in order to develop new
knowledge and procedures
and to integrate
knowledge from different
fields.

Manage and transform
work or study contexts that
are complex, unpredictable
and require new strategic
approaches; take
responsibility for
contributing to professional
knowledge and practice
and/or for reviewing the
strategic performance of
teams.

Level 8

Knowledge at the most
advanced frontier of a field
of work or study and at the
interface between fields.

The most advanced and
specialised skills and
techniques, including
synthesis and evaluation,
required to solve critical
problems in research
and/or innovation and to
extend and redefine
existing knowledge or
professional practice.

Demonstrate substantial
authority, innovation,
autonomy, scholarly and
professional integrity and
sustained commitment to
the development of new
ideas or processes at the
forefront of work or study
contexts including
research.

(https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/en/content/descriptors-page)
As well as acting as a framework, the EQF correlates with a wide range of transparency instruments,
supporting tools and initiatives that all aim to foster the mobility of workers across Europe. These
tools were mentioned above, including the ECVET system, Europass, EQAVET and ECTS. It is obvious
that the EQF therefore is another basis for the partnership to be reflected when developing
competence assessment procedures as well as enabling refugees to give an overview of their skills,
knowledge and competences.
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2 The selected Job Descriptions in Detail
The short introduction into some of the European Transparency Instruments forms the basis for the
following Job Profiles. In the project Job to stay, the partnership is laying focus on refugees with a
positive status to stay. For this reason, the partnership concentrated on five specific job profiles in
the tourism industry due to a variety of reason.
In general, the tourism sector is an international working field and hence open-minded for
employees with a migration background. Simultaneously, the industry suffers from the lack of skilled
workers; many companies have been searching for new employees for several years without success.
Refugees are now searching for new opportunities in their host countries – also searching for
entrance into the labour markets. Yet, they have to overcome certain barriers; next to bureaucratic
challenges, at least the language barrier is one of the most important hurdles to cross. However, the
tourism industry offers an international labour market in which language barriers do play a minor
role in daily life (at least in some chosen jobs). The partnership wanted to start at exactly this point
and was looking for jobs in which entrance- and language barriers are comparative low. As there are
no specific offers for female refugees, they also searched for jobs that they can easily get into. The
choice fell on the five job profiles that are described in the following. Each partner of the project
supported the job descriptions at their best experience, yet all of them have the same structure.
Basis for the Profiles is the ECVET system, especially with its categorization of learning achievements
in form of learning outcomes. As they are the basis for every VET or training to be assessed, they also
have to be the basis for the job descriptions. They allow a comparability of skill, knowledge and
competences of refugees no matter what their educational background is. They also ensure that
previous educational experiences of refugees are gathered in an understandable system. Also, nonformal and informal knowledge can be displayed with the use of the European Transparency
Instruments.
Next to the Learning Outcomes as part of the ECVET system, the profiles had to fit the European
Qualifications Framework (EQF) to actually categorize prior learning experiences at a certain level.
The partnership lad focus on Level 2 of the EQF as this is the lowest description of qualifications.
Many refugees were not able to enjoy long times of education, yet, they have to find their place in
the labour market as well.
All of the European Transparency Instruments aim to simplify comparability of learning achievements
and therefore support mobility in Europe. They are therefore also a solution for refugees to get a
hold of their individual learning experiences. The partnership relied on these tools to develop the
following job descriptions. For this reason, they are orientated at Level 2 of the EQF, mirroring
Learning Outcomes and offering opportunities to use other tools from the European Transparency
Instruments.
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2.1 Job Description: Housekeeping Assistance / Housekeeper

Preconditions and surrounding factors
Job title
Housekeeping Assistance / Housekeeper
National standards and requirements (starting on EQF/NQF lvl 3 & 4)
Austria:
• Level 3: Occupation with apprenticeship
• Level 4: Occupation with medium vocational education and training
France:
• Curriculum reference n°G1501 – “Personnel d’étage” from the Operation Index of
Jobs (edited by the French national agency for the employment – Pôle Emploi)
(Fiche ROME n° G1501 – “Personnel d’étage”, housekeeping in hotel)
Germany:
• "Hauswirtschafter“ according to Rahmenplan für den Ausbildungsberuf
Hauswirtschafter/Hauswirtschafterin (Beschluss der Kultusministerkonferenz vom
08. Juni 1999)
• „Hotelfachmann/-Frau“ according to Ausbildungsrahmenplan proved by Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
Italy:
• Classificazione Istat 2011 - 5.2.2.3.1 - Camerieri di albergo
• Classificazione MLPS DM 05/05/2001: 5.2.2.3.06 - CAMERIERE AI PIANI
Slovenia:
• The name and code of the catalog of standards of professional knowledge and
skills: Housekeeper Sobar / sobarica 6626356011
• Klasius-P Hotel service (8111)
• Klasius-SRV Level 3: Results, NPK Certification System (23000)
• Level of difficulty of work: III
National standards and requirements (for EQF/NQF lvl 2) (if available)
Germany:
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Gastgewerbe – Housekeeping” (according to §68 BiBB)
through Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
Others are not available
Short Description of the job profile
Housekeepers are employed in the areas of hotel, restaurant and public buildings. They
mainly deal with helper activities in the cleaning of different functional areas. In order to
manage these tasks they will get to know basic cleaning detergents agents and to
recognize the danger labels printed on them. They are able to use this material
ecologically, economically and in a health stabilizing way. In addition, they have a basic
knowledge of cleaning equipment and machines and know how to use them under
guidance. Basic safety instructions have been taught to them.
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Especially when cleaning in the private sector or in hotel rooms, they observe basic privacy
rules such as discretion and restraint. They clean rooms according to specific procedures.
They know and respect different material requirements and their specific cleaning and
care. According to instructions, they recognize when guest articles have to be refilled or
replaced and fill them up or give them in repair.
They have basic knowledge in professional waste disposal and can apply it.
Furthermore, they have basic knowledge in the decoration of function rooms on different
occasions (formal and informal). They can realize this decoration in cooperation with a
supervisor.
When carrying out heavy physical tasks (moving beds, moving furniture, carrying
suitcases), they apply to ergonomic standards in order to protect their own health and
achieve the best result possible with little effort.
Possible prior learning experience which might be useful for the job
• assistance in the areas of gastronomy and hotel industry
• own household activity
• personal hygiene standards
• cleaning up after festivities
• caring for family members of different age
• organization of celebrations
• holiday stays in hotels and other leisure facilities
• regular physical activities
Professional standards (personal hygiene, necessary characteristics of the applicant, characteristics of
the working environment, etc.)

Take a closer look at chapter 3.1 for further information.
Possible personal hygiene standards are:
• Wearing appropriate clothing, such as long trousers, shirt, shoes
• No jewellery or piercings during work
• Regular washing / disinfection of hands, especially after cleaning bath room
• Regular washing
• No strong perfumes
Possible, personal requirements of applicants are:
• readiness and ability to lift heavy weights
• punctuality
• dexterity
• good physical condition
• able to work quickly
• communication skills
• customer orientation
• honesty and reliability
• attentiveness
• resilience
• flexibility
• safety and environmental awareness
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•
•

good level of personal hygiene and presentation
politeness and friendliness

Description of the working place & environment
Preconditions
• Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all tools from company / employer
• personal hygiene standards (wearing shoes, long trousers, long-sleeved shirt)
- in ideal case wear working uniform provided by employer
• understanding and clarifying organigram of the organisation (direct supervisor,
other staff members, directly related)
• Tour of the facilities (showing of guest rooms, bathing facilities, lounges, etc.)
• precise working instructions, e.g. for wiping a room, as shown in the following
example:
Window

Window

Door

Necessary gadgets
Cleaning trolley, consisting of and including following items:
• Broom (soft / hard bristles or foam material)
• Vacuum cleaner
• Different types of dish- or dust clothes, wipers
• Steam cleaner
• Spray extraction appliance
Language skills (professional language, professional phrases / sentences)
Basic B1 Ability to describe unpredictable situations and to communicate with the help of
descriptions about topics Such as to express family, hobbies, interests or work. Average B2
Ability to be clear, to present clear descriptions and points of view as well as to form some
more complex sentence constructions.
• Basic vocational language in EU language
• Basic knowledge of English
The Glossary is a collection of the most important vocabulary that should help for a start.

Job tasks
The Housekeeper (EQF Lvl 2) can do the following tasks under direct supervision:
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Area of activity

Description of activities

Cleaning and Care of Rooms

•
•
•
•
•
•

Decoration of rooms

Use of devices,
Machines and
Household goods,
work planning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dealing with clients

•
•
•
•

Hygiene

•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety and health
protection at work

•
•

Protection of the environment

•
•
•
•
•

make guest rooms available to suit the requirements
clean Guest rooms systematically according to specification
and maintainance rules
carry out workplace-related written work
write reports and makle sure to fulfill work tasks
have guest articles been filled / repaired
observe ergonomic principles when transporting heavy
objects
pleat napkins (basic techniques)
prepare table linen
cover tables
decorate furniture (chair covers)
apply room decoration (garlands, balloons, bulbs)
plan and coordinate work steps
carry out work preparations depending on every functional
area
use equipment, machinery and consumer goods
economically and ecologically
clean and maintain equipment, machinery and consumer
goods
check and evaluate work results
present and justify the effects of personal appearance and
behavior on guests
consider tasks, competences and responsibilities in the
context of process organization
inform guests on demand about the range of services and
products
receive and forward messages and orders
apply occupational safety regulations
receive and process complaints
consider guest requests
apply personal hygiene and occupational hygiene regulations
and principles
use disinfectants and cleaning detergents economically,
ecologically and healthily under guidance
identify and report occupational safety and health hazards
apply occupational health and safety and accident prevention
regulations
describe accident behavior and initiate initial action
use preventive fire protection regulations
apply environmental protection regulations applicable to the
training company
use opportunities for economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy and materials
avoid waste; use an environmentally friendly way of disposal
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Professional standards for the cleaning of functional and sanitary areas
If a room as a whole needs to be cleaned, it should be started on one side and then systematically
worked from one side to the next. Right-handers work counterclockwise and left-handers clockwise.
Finally, the furniture in the middle of the room needs to be cleaned. This procedure ensures that
nothing has been forgotten.
Maintenance cleaning: This refers to all cleaning operations that are carried out at regular intervals,
including weekly wiping or vacuuming of floors, dusting, wet wiping of tables and work surfaces, and
window cleaning.
Basic cleaning: All shelves, cabinets or showcases have to be cleared away and cleaned from all sides.
It is recommendable in order to safe time to follow a certain order, i.e. always clear out from right to
left and so on. Afterwards, the objects can be returned in reverse order, so that everything is back in
its original place.
All surfaces are dried with a dry cloth; closing furniture such as cabinets should be able to dry for
some time with the door open. Only then will everything will be put away in the cabinets again. In
the case of tables and chairs, the legs have to be cleaned thoroughly.

The cleaning of furniture in detail
Dustbin / Wastebaskets: They should be emptied daily. Waste bins can be protected from soiling by
placing garbage bags. In any case, from time to time, the trash should be wiped wet with a suitable
detergent.
Ashtrays: Indoors, they should be emptied and wiped wet at least once a day. Ashtrays used
outdoors contain some sand, which should be screened at regular intervals depending on usage. Still
glowing ash should never be put into plastic buckets or garbage bags.
Computers / screens: They should only be cleaned externally when switched off and cooled. Since
these are electrical devices, water must not enter the keyboard, mouse or the interior of the
computer. The cleaning is especially recommendable with a microfibre cloth or a dust magnet.
Window sills: They can consist of very different materials. Depending on the use of the room, it may
be necessary to wipe it once a week or every 14 days with a suitable cleaning agent.
Lamps: Lamps should only be cleaned when switched off or unplugged and cooled. Lamps can be
dusted dry or wiped with a suitable cleaning detergent.
Upholstered furniture: Cushions with textile coverings can be vacuumed for maintenance cleaning or
brushed off with a furniture brush.
Wallpaper: Washable wallpaper can be cleaned carefully from top to bottom with a damp cloth or
dirt eraser (to prevent the wallpaper from coming off the seams). With regard to other wallpapers, it
should be tried whether the wet cleaning is possible in an invisible place.
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Sanitary facilities
It is particularly important to guarantee cleanliness and hygiene in this functional area. Especially in
public sanitary facilities, there is a risk that germs are transmitted. Moreover, everything needs to be
disinfected when it comes to hospitals, where it is especially important to keep the level of germs
low. Also in the sanitary area it is cleaned from top to bottom. The order differs from operation to
operation and depends on the organization of the work processes.
Sink, bathtub, shower tray: Work your way from the less soiled to the more polluted areas. First
clean the outside, then the inside and the fitting. For cleaning, a general purpose, neutral or alcohol
cleaner and a cloth or scratch-free cleaning sponge can be used.
WC: First clean the inner area of the toilet bowl with a toilet brush and WC cleaner and rinse
thoroughly. Subsequently, you need to clean the less polluted parts before you continue with the
more polluted areas. You start with the toilet paper holder, then clean the cistern, then the lid of the
toilet seat from the outside and inside, later the toilet seat from the outside and inside; the toilet
bowl from the top and outside and finally the holder for the toilet brush. It is essential to observe the
danger symbols (or hazardous substance pictograms) and warnings on the packaging of the
detergents.
Fittings: Sanitary fittings are made of very different materials, usually a chrome-nickel surface. In
principle, non-metallic surfaces are more sensitive to abrasive agents. Faucets must not be cleaned
with scouring powder. Do not use detergents containing hydrochloric, formic or acetic acid as they
may cause damage to the fittings. Also chlorine cleaners should not be used. If a spray cleaner is
used, the agent should be sprayed on the cloth and not directly on the fitting. Calcifications can be
prevented by regular cleaning. To clean the corners of the faucets, use toothbrushes or kebab
skewers for cleaning.
Door handles: Door handles should not be forgotten, as they are often touched with unwashed
hands.
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge

Skills

Competences

The participant knows how
to…
describe the operational
standards of waste disposal

The participant is able to…

The participant is able to…

use machines, equipment and
consumer goods economically
and in line with the particular
circumstances and clean and
care for them

Inform guests of main products
and services upon request

identify basic cleaning
equipment and machines in
building cleaning

utilize cleaning detergent in an
ecological and economical
useful way

provide suggestions for the
improvement of their work to
a limited extent (on request)

recognize the most important
danger marks on the cleaning
products

carry out auxiliary tasks when
cleaning buildings

consider suggestions for
improvement of external and
internal customers
concerning interior cleaning,
care and design of the rooms
(on request)

describe the process of
cleaning of various functional
areas in the private and public
areas

decorate rooms and tables for
festivals and events according
to specifications

dispose a certain amount of
discretion and accuracy in
guest and public areas

describe the main principles of
cleaning different materials
and dealing with electronic
devices when cleaning

fill guest and hygiene articles
and change them
independently according to
specification

respect the privacy of guests
when cleaning the room

identify the difference
between maintenance
cleaning and basic cleaning

move heavy objects carefully
according to ergonomic
principles, taking into account
his/her own health

name basic services and
products of the company
he/she is working for
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Glossary for the Job Description:
ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

Other:

ھ ا

air conditioning

die Klimaanalage

l’aria condizionata

climatisation

klima

alcohol cleaner

der Alkoholreiniger

l’alcool denaturato

alkoholno čistilo

ashtrays

der Aschenbecher

il posacenere

nettoyer avec de
l’alcool
cendrier

pepelniki

basement

der Keller

cave

klet

basic cleaning

die Grundreinigung

il seminterrato / il
sottoscala
la pulizia di base

nettoyage de base

osnovno čiščenje

(# #)ا

bathtube

die Badewanne

la vasca da bagno

baignoire

kopalna kad

م

bedspread

die Bettdecke

il copriletto

couvre-lit

rjuha

blanket

die Decke

la coperta

couverture

odeja

to bleach sth.

etw. bleichen

blanchir/décolorer

nekaj pobeliti

blind

die Jalousie

sbiancare /
candeggiare
la tapparella

store

žaluzije

breakfast buffet

das Frühstücksbuffet

zlagati serviete

bright

die Servietten brechen
(falten)
Hell

buffet du petitdéjeuner
plier les serviettes

zajtrk bife

to break napkins

il buffet della
colazione
piegare i tovaglioli
Brillante

faire briller

svetlo

to brush

etwas bürsten

Spazzolare

brosser

krtačiti

bucket
(with wringer)
calcifications

der Eimer (mit
Auswringvorrichtung)
die Verkalkungen

il secchio
(con strizzatore)
le incrostazioni

un seau à serpillère
le calcaire

carpet

der Teppich

il tappeto

le tapis

vedro (z
ožemalnikom)
nabiranje vodnega
kamna
preproga

cleaning detergent

das Reinigungsmittel

il prodotto
detergente

le détergent

čistilo

ل

ه
ا

ا

 " ری# ز
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

cleaning equipment

das Reinigungsgerät

cleaning sponge
to clear away used
dishes

der Reinigungsschwamm
benutztes Geschirr
wegräumen

to close the blinds

etw. verdunkeln

clothes hanger

der Kleiderbügel

coat rack

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
* ةاO

l’équipement de
nettoyage
l’éponge

fermer les stores
le cintre

obešalnik

die Garderobe

chiudere le
tapparelle
la gruccia /
l’appendiabiti
l’attaccapanni

odstraniti
uporabljeno
posodo
zagrniti žaluzije

l’armoire

stojalo za plašče

colour

die Farbe

il colore

la couleur

barva

ن

Y# % M

colourful

Bunt

Colorato

colore

barvito

 نL

Z6ر

cushion

das Kissen

il cuscino

les coussins

vzglavnik

 دة#و

Y"6ر

curtain

der Vorhang

la tenda

les rideaux

zavesa

* رة#

'#

danger marks

die
Gefahrenkennzeichnung

i simboli di pericolo

oznake za
nevarnost

dark

Dunkel

Buio

les pictogrammes
de produits
dangereux
sombre

temno

detergent

das Reinigungsmittel

il detergente

le détergent

čistilo

door handle

der Türgriff

la poignée de porte

kljuka

 ب% ; ا%\

ه

dormitory

der Schlafsaal

le dortoir

spalnica

5%L ' ط#

*" ه#درب د

double room

das Doppelzimmer

la maniglia della
porta
il dormitorio / la
camerata
una camera doppia

la chambre double

dvoposteljna soba

drape / bed sheet

das Bettlaken

la tenda/il lenzuolo

le drap

pregrinjalo / rjuha

#  ء23

 ا ق7دو

Dry

Trocken

Asciutto

sécher

suho

فM

Y*9 رو

(to) dust sth.

etw. abstauben

Spolverare

faire la poussière

brisati prah

 ر%] >; ا6

^EX

*  اP >#إ

čistilna goba
5L G*

ات

ه

 ا5 OوRا

P >#ه ا

* ق اS3@

I M ظ وف دن
*> ده# ها:
'* 7  ده0 ه
ھ

V7S 5&SO
 طG  ا5O :

2X  تSO

[L

Other:

ه ده

le apparecchiature
per la pulizia
la spugna per la
pulizia
eliminare i piatti
usati

faire la vaisselle

oprema za čiščenje

PERSIAN

WXآو ر

 ده0

W SO ھ ی2X
ه

5Mدو

5? 3

:

" ه7 اX
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

la housse de
couette
salle de bain privée

prevleka za prešito
odejo
soba s kopalnico
varstvo okolja

ARABIC
ف

 ء23

duvet cover

der Bettbezug

il copripiumino

en-suit bathroom

das En-suit Badezimmer

il bagno privato

environmental
protection
fitted sheet

der Umweltschutz
das Spannbetttuch

protection
environnementale
le drap housse

rjuha po meri

fire alarm

der Feueralarm

l’alarme incendie

požarni alarm

fire escape

der Notausgang

la sortie de secours

požarni izhod

first floor

das erste Obergeschoss

la tutela
dell’ambiente
il lenzuolo con
angoli elasticizzati
l’allarme anti
incendio
la scala
d’emergenza
il primo piano

le premier étage

prvo nadstropje

ولR اd7 2 ا

foor brush

der Schrubber

per spazzolare

le balai brosse

talna ščetka

5

floor cleaning cloth

das Bodentuch

la serpillère

ščetka za tla

floor lamp

die Stehlampe

une lampe

talna svetilka

garbage/rubbish

der Abfall / der Müll
das Erdgeschoss

les déchets / la
poubelle
le rez-de-chaussée

smeti

ground floor

lo strofinaccio per
pulire il pavimento
la piantana / la
lampada da terra
la spazzatura / i
rifiuti
il piano terra

guest article

der Gastartikel

guest room

das Gästezimmer

hallway

L]

d
d

: :

ار اe6إ
 ج ط ارئ ا9

 ة أر: ?

*  & ش5G2&
ا)رض
(  ح ار%F
5

Other:

_ د_ ی

5? ]L I7 ) (LX م دا(S`
5b%ا5
ا
L

PERSIAN

\ا

a ف رو
V  و# Y*: ا7
YC F*Xا
W ?  ازc W ز
 اب9: X
 ارEم ھSO اd YM وX  اری2 ا
\%اول ط
 س7

 ی:

j ر0 ه
 اغj ا * ده

pritličje

( رR اd7 2 ا

7ز

les produits à
usage unique
la chambre d’hôtes

predmet za goste

 فlا5 \

soba za goste

 فl  ا5? 3

der Flur

l’articolo del
cliente
la camera del
cliente
il corridoio

\%ط

ھ

le couloir

hodnik

(  )ا واقX

ironing

die Bügelwäsche

Stirare

le repassage

likanje

V7S ( ا

راھ و/ور

to knock at the
door
laundry

an der Tür anklopfen

bussare alla porta

frapper à la porte

trkati na vrata

ب%& عا

YE

die Wäsche

la lavanderia

le linge

perilo

V7S ا

3

زدن در

laundry service

der Wäscheservice

il servizio di
lavanderia

le service de
blanchiment

pranje perila

V7S ا

35 X

WXرY :

 )تF
*> ده#ا
نا ق

^ر7

ا/ دن ا
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

to let down sth.

etw. herunterlassen

abbassare

fermer/abaisser

izpustiti nekaj

(ء: * ك

to light sth.

etw. beleuchten

illuminare

éclairer

osvetliti nekaj

(: ءة

maintenance
cleaning
material

die Unterhaltsreinigung

nettoyage de
maintenance
le matériel

vzdrževalno
čiščenje
material

56 C

das Material

la pulizia di
manutenzione
il materiale

mattress

die Matratze

il materasso

le matelas

vzmetnica

(? اش، ) ر5%

mop

der Mop

il mocio

la serviette

krpa

neutral cleaner

der Neutralreiniger

detergente neutro

nettoyant neutre

nevtralno čistilo

(G %ط

net curtain

die Gardine

la zanzariera

zavesa

5 %: * رة#

new garbage bag

der neue Müllbeutel

nightstand /
bedside table
pillow

der Nachttisch

il nuovo sacchetto
della spazzatura
il comodino

les rideaux
transparents
un nouveau sac
poubelle
la table de nuit

nova vrečka za
smeti
nočna omarica

das Kissen

il cuscino

le coussin

vzglavnik

pillow case

das Kopfkissen

la federa

la taie d’oreiller

to pull up sth.

etw. hochziehen

tirare su

to put up sth.

etw. aufhängen

appendere

to remove the
garbage
roller shade

den Müll entfernen
das Rollo

buttare la
spazzatura
l’avvolgibile a rullo

soulever quelque
chose
suspendre quelque
chose
sortir les poubelles

prevleka za
vzglavnik
potegniti nekaj

room decoration

die Zimmerdekoration

room key

der Zimmerschlüssel

room number

die Zimmernummer

gli ornamenti della
stanza
la chiave della
stanza
il numero di stanza

store

rolo

décoration de la
chambre
la clé de la
chambre
le numéro de la
chambre

sobna dekoracija

@

5

ه
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sobni ključ
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številka sobe
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Other:
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nekaj obesiti
odstraniti smeti

PERSIAN
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PERSIAN

les gants en
caoutchouc
les toilettes

gumijaste rokavice

( ط2 &> ز

 ره: ا ق

sanitarije

5 C تqE

a *# دY *#)

les robinetteries

sanitarna oprema

le deuxième étage

drugo nadstropje
kabina za tuš

il lavandino

la cabine de
douche
l’évier

pomivalno korito

das Einzelzimmer

la camera singola

chambre simple

enoposteljna soba

 > دة5? 3

^ #/Y :رو

slatted frame

der Lattenrost

le sommier

letvasti okvir

ILl إط ر

> ه ^ ا ق6

slip hazard

die Rutschgefahr

risque de glissade

nevarnost zdrsa

 )ق6@ ا2X

W9  ردار:

to sort laundry

die Wäsche sortieren

laver

razvrščati perilo

]> زا

stain

der Fleck

la rete con le
doghe
il rischio di
scivolamento
ordinare la
biancheria
la macchia

La tâche

madež

592

stained

Flecking

macchiato

tâché

umazano

t2L

step

der Tritt

lo scalino

La marche

stopnica

درج

surface

die Oberfläche

la superficie

La surface

površina

u2#

table linen

die Tischwäsche

La nappe

namizno perilo

temperature

die Temperatur

la biancheria da
tavola
la temperatura

La température

temperatura

ارة

textile

der Stoff

il tessuto

Le textile

tekstil

P

toiletries

die Toilettenartikel

gli articoli da bagno

toaletni izdelki

toilet seat

der Toilettensitz

l’asse del water

Les produits de
toilettes
Le siège de toilette

rubber glove

der Gummihandschuh

il guanto in gomma

sanitary facilities

die Sanitäranlagen

i servizi igienici

sanitary fittings

die Armaturen

second floor

die zweite Etage

gli accessori
sanitari
il secondo piano

shower tray

die Duschkabine

il piatto doccia

sink

das Waschbecken

single room

straniščna deska

 ( أوC p
( C
(6 `  اd7 2 ا
* ع#r 5 7
5L ]

d?ا

 اY*: ا7

YE / )تF ا
Y*: ا7
\%دوم ط
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towel

das Handtuch

l’asciugamano

La serviette

brisača

( 5 )? ط5>E

vaccum cleaner

der Staubsauger

l’aspirapolvere

L‘aspirateur

sesalnik

5 7

washing programm

das Waschprogramm
Nass

Le programme de
la machine à laver
mouillé

pralni program

wet

il programma del
lavaggio
umido/bagnato

window sills

die Fensterbänke

il davanzale

window

das Fenster

la finestra

Les rebords de
fenêtre
La fenêtre

mokro
okenske police
okno

PERSIAN
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2.2 Job Description: Kitchen assistant

Preconditions and surrounding factors
Job title
Kitchen assistant
National standards and requirements (starting on EQF/NQF lvl 3 & 4)
Austria:
• Level 3: Occupation with apprenticeship
• Level 4: Occupation with medium vocational education and training
France:
• Curriculum reference n°G1605 – “Plonge en restauration” related to “Aide de
cuisine/Agent.e de cuisine” from the Operation Index of Jobs (edited by the French
national agency for the employment – Pôle Emploi) (Fiche ROME n° G1605 –
“Plonge en restauration”)
Germany:
• Professional occupation as “Fachpraktiker/in Küche (Beikoch/Beiköchin)”
according to §66 BBiG/§42m HwO (Level 3 / 4) contains some elements of the
kitchen assistant, but there is no qualification needed as kitchen assistant. The
Fachpraktiker/in Küche is also suitable for handicapped people.
Italy:
• in Italy it’s more the profile of cleaner / dishwasher or cook assistant
• In case of cleaner/dishwasher: it is not a job profile in Italy
• Requirements: For the cleaner/dishwasher: no qualification needed.
Slovenia:
• Assistant cook, befor 8110.004.3.1
• catalog code of standards of professional knowledge and skills: 5302547011
• Klasius-P: restaurant business (8112)
• Klasius-SRV: Level 3: Results, NPK Certification System (23000)
• Level of difficulty of work: III
National standards and requirements (for EQF/NQF lvl 2) (if available)
Germany:
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Gastgewerbe – Catering” (according to §54a SGB III)
through Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
Others are not available
Short Description of the job profile
A Kitchen Assistant works in commercial and collective catering companies such as
company, school and hospital canteens; hotels or small catering businesses such as
restaurants, pizzerias and small general restaurants. With some support and direct
supervision, he/she receives and checks goods and fresh foods. With some support and
direct supervision he/she also deals with the management/organisation of the storeroom,
the care of the work place, machinery, equipment and kitchen utensils and waste
management. Sometimes they might have to assist cooks and cook assistants to clean or
slice the vegetables or similar tasks.
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Possible prior learning experience which might be useful for the job
• house cleaning and/or previous work experience as cleaner
• cooking at home / with friends and/or previous work experience in restaurants
• prior visits of restaurants or other occasions when food was served
• doing sports (resilience)
• general working experience
Professional standards (personal hygiene, necessary characteristics of the applicant, characteristics of
the working environment, etc.)

Take a closer look at chapter 3.2 for further information.
Knowledge of history of local cuisine and eating habits in order to offer adequate
products/service
• Hygiene and work uniform standards, safety regulations
• Punctuality
• Good physical condition
• Able to work quickly
• Communication skills
Description of the working place & environment (preconditions, requirements, necessary gadgets,
•

staff responsibilities, etc.)

Can work in medium or big size enterprises (commercial and collective catering companies
such as school, hospital and company canteens; hotels or large and structured restaurants)
or small businesses (trattoria, pizzeria, small general restaurants).
The activity can be carried out individually or in a team and implies a prolonged standing
position, exposure to heat or cold and the necessity to lift/move/pull/push heavy items
without any help.
The quantity of work might depend on the season, weekends and public holidays are often
working days and working hours might include unusual shifts.
Preconditions:
• Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all tools from employer / cook
• Personal hygiene standards and work uniform
• Understanding and clarifying organigram of the organisation (cook, other staff
members)
• Tour of the facilities (kitchen, restaurant, etc.)
Language skills (professional language, professional phrases / sentences)
Basic B1 Ability to describe unpredictable situations and to communicate with the help of
descriptions about topics Such as to express family, hobbies, interests or work. Average B2
Ability to be clear, to present clear descriptions and points of view as well as to form some
more complex sentence constructions.
• Basic vocational language in EU language
• Basic knowledge of English (grammar, syntax, vocational language to compose a
menu in English)
The Glossary is a collection of the most important vocabulary that should help for a start.
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Job tasks
The kitchen assistant can do the following tasks under direct supervision:

Area of activity
Personal hygiene and
workplace cleanliness

Description of activities
•

•
•

•
Storing, protection and
preservation of foodstuffs

•

•

adequately maintain his/her personal hygiene (wash
hands, take care of hairstyle, nails and teeth, put on
regularly clean underwear, clothes and appropriate
footwear, etc.)
prepare the workplace and necessary kitchen
appliances for the cooking procedure
maintain hygiene and order in the workplace (cleaning
of workspace, loading/emptying dishwasher, separating
waste) according to the health and safety regulations
adequately use cleaning agents and disinfectants for
maintaining hygiene in the working areas
store, protect and preserve appropriately fresh goods
and foods (fruits, vegetables, milk products, fish, meat,
etc.), according to their assigned destination or
consumption and maintaining their quality
keep food storage areas easy to clean, free from insects,
vermin, rats and mice and free from chemicals and
poisons

Correct use of equipment and
machines

•

appropriately handle, store and take care of equipment
and machines

Correct cleaning of tools,
utensils, equipment, machines
and the bakery production
facilities

•

maintain tools, utensils, equipment, machines and the
bakery production facilities clean
clearing up dishes and ingredients no longer used
washing and drying properly dishes, plates, glasses,
cutlery (by hand or with the use of the proper kitchen
appliances)
adequately use cleaning agents and disinfectants for
maintaining tools, utensils, equipment, machines and the
bakery production facilities clean

•
•

•
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
The participant knows how
to…
ensure workplace hygiene and
safety regulations and knows
basic HACCP standards

describe how to store and
protect food
identify the adequate type and
amount of cleaning agents and
disinfectants for maintaining
hygiene of working areas and
equipment
recognize how to separate
waste (biological, packaging,
paper, glass and other waste)

Skills

Competences

The participant is able to…

The participant is able to…

apply personal hygiene and
safety regulations (hairstyle,
teeth, nails, wash and disinfect
hands, wear clean work
clothes and shoes)
apply workplace hygiene and
safety regulations and to
comply with HACCP standards
use the adequate type and
amount of cleaning agents and
disinfectants for maintaining
hygiene of working areas and
equipment
apply food storage and
protection procedures, check
and manage food storage
areas under supervision

understand the importance of
applying the health and safety
regulations both at personal
and workplace level

handle, clean and care for
equipment, tools, utensils,
machines and bakery
production facilities in safe and
appropriate manner
wash dishes hygienically

understand the importance to
maintain personal and
workplace hygiene standards
apply food storage and
protection procedures in a
responsible manner

identify the appropriate
equipment and machinery
according to the situation and
handle and clean it responsibly
(under direct supervision)
apply situational knowledge
and skills accurately and
efficiently

recognize own task as part of a
greater project
understand the time necessary
to carry out single actions
(time-management)
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Glossary for the Job Description:
ENGLISH

GERMAN
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SLOVENE

ARABIC
'X  ام ا ء ا9*#ا
 ءv أt%2  ات اG 5b? *
t%2 ا
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PERSIAN
t%' ط7-ری

bain-marie

das Wasserbad

a bagnomaria

Le bain-marie

vodna kopel

baking tray

das Backblech

la teglia

pekač

bowl

die Schüssel

skleda

bread

das Brot

la zuppiera / la
scodella
il pane

Le plateau de
cuisson
Le bol
Le pain

kruh

cake plate

die Kuchenplatte

la tortiera

Le moule à gâteau

podstavek za torto

candies

die Süßwaren

Les confiseries

sladkarije

can opener

der Dosenöffner

i dolcetti / le
caramelle
l’apriscatole

L’ouvre-boîte

odpirač konzerv

pLG  ا5- *?

 ز در7 ' /Y ز & ط7 '

carving knife

das Tranchiermesser

il coltello da scalco

rezalni nož

W  'ا#

& یj ش7

cereals

das Getreide

i cereal

Le couteau à
découper
Les céréales

kosmiči

 ب%  اd &ر

L3 6 %C

clean

sauber

pulire/pulito

Nettoyer

čisto

cleaning rag

der Feudel

il panno per le
pulizie

krpa za čiščenje

coffee brewer

die Kaffesmaschine

convection oven

der Konvektomat
die Dunstabzugshaube

Le four à
convection
La hotte aspirante

konvekcijska pečica

cooker hood

la macchina da
caffè
il forno a
convezione
la cappa aspirante

Un chiffon
nettoyant/Une
serpillère
La machine à café

cooking plate

die Kochplatte

la piastra

corkscrew

der Korkenzieher

countertop
cup, mug

Kavni avtomat

kuhinjska napa

Y # ?
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#
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kuhalna plošča

( 5 ار

il cavatappi

La plaque de
cuisson
Le tire-bouchon

 )اt%2  ا5-

odpirač

( u*>L ) 5  ا7

die Arbeitsplatte

il piano di lavoro

Le comptoir

pult

die Tasse

la tazza

La tasse

skodelica
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

cupboard

der Schrank

to cut sth.

etw. schneiden

l’armadio / la
credenza
Tagliare

to cut up into slices

aufschneiden

cutlery

das Besteck

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

] ةF وس اz  ا56 اX

L’étagère

kuhinjska omarica
rezati

tagliare a fette

Couper quelque
chose
Trancher

rezati na rezine

u  ا: {  إI 2\* ا

le posate

Les couverts

jedilni pribor

(ء: I 2\

>&
ن

7/ ش7 دادن

 دX دن

Le panier à
couverts
Les produits laitiers

košarica za pribor

die Michprodukte

il cestino delle
posate
i latticini

أدوات
(t ا...'
ة)ا
 أدوات ا ة5L#

mlečni izdelki

 ن% R* ت ا

deep fryer

die Fritteuse

la friggitrice

La friteuse

friteza

dishtowel

das Geschirrtuch

Le torchon

servieta

dishwasher

der Geschirrspüler

il canovaccio per i
piatti
la lavastoviglie

Le lave-vaisselle

pomivalni stroj

disinfectant

desinfiziert

il disinfettante

Le désinfectant

dishmop

die Spülbürste

La serviette

to divide into eights

achteln

Diviser en huit

razdeliti na osmine

 اءM أ5 6 v { ا *\ [ إ

dressing room

die Ankleidekabine

lo strofinaccio per i
piatti
dividere in otto
parti
lo spogliatoio

dezinfekcijsko
sredstvo
krpa za posodo

Le vestiaire

garderoba

V %L*  ا5? 3

egg

das Ei

l’uovo

Les œufs

jajce

electric range

der Elektroherd

la cucina elettrica

električni štedilnik

( 7

environment
protection
filleting knife

der Umweltschutz

okoljevarstvo

5b%ا5

das Filetiermesse

nož za filetiranje

I 2\*  ' ا#

& یj L?

finished products

die Fertigwaren

la tutela
dell’ambiente
il coltello da
sfilettatura
i prodotti finiti

La cuisinière
électrique
La protection
environnementale
Le couteau à
désosser
Les produits finis

končni izdelki

5 * * ت

 لF

fish

der Fisch

il pesce

Le poisson

riba

w#

Yھ

flour

das Mehl

la farina

La farine

moka

أرض

آرد

cutlery basket

der Besteckkorb

diary products
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der Steamer

la vaporiera

Le cuiseur-vapeur

parnik za hrano

fork

die Gabel

la forchetta

La fourchette

vilica

freezer

das Gefrierfach

il congelatore

Le congélateur

zamrzovalnik

ة

fruit

die Frucht

la frutta

Le fruit

sadje

5

game

das Wild

la selvaggina

Le gibier

divjačina

5%G

garbage / rubbish

der Müll / der Abfall

5

der Gasherd

Les déchets / La
poubelle
La cuisinière à gaz

smeti

gas range

la spazzatura / i
rifiuti
la cucina a gas

plinski štedilnik

glass

das Glas

il bicchiere

Le verre

kozarec

|س

glove

der Handschuh

il guanto

Le gant

rokavica

&> ز ا

grill

der Grill

la griglia

Le grill

žar

5 ا:

hairnet

das Haarnetz

Le filet à cheveux

mrežica za lase

GE  ا5 %:

to halve / to divide
in half
to hash

halbieren

Diviser de moitié

hacken

la retina per capelli
/ la cuffia
dimezzare /
dividere a metà
Tritare

razrezati/ razdeliti
na pol
nasekljati

herbs

die Kräuter

gli odori

hot-air steamer

der Kombidämpfer

parna pečica

kitchen brigade

die Küchenbrigade

la vaporiera ad aria
calda
la brigata di cucina

Les herbes
aromatiques
Cuiseur à l’étouffée
La brigade

kuhinjska brigada

kitchen scales

die Haushaltswaage
das Sterilisierungsmittel

La balance de
cuisine
Le stérilisateur

kuhinjska tehtnica

kitchen sterilizer

la bilancia da
cucina
lo sterilizzatore

knife

das Messer

il coltello

Le couteau

kuhinjski
sterilizator
nož

knife block

der Messerblock

il portacoltelli / il
ceppo

Bloc à couteaux

stojalo za nože
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Other:
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food steamer

Hacher
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

legume

die Hülsenfrucht

i legumi

Les légumineuses

stročnica

meat

das Fleisch

la carne

La viande

meso

meat slicer

l’affettatrice

mincer

der Fleischwolf

il forno a
microonde
il tritacarne

La trancheuse à
viande
Le four à
microondes
Le hachoir

rezalnik za meso

microwave oven

die Fleischschneidemaschine
der Mikrowellenherd

office knife

das Officemesser

il coltello d’ufficio

oven

der Ofen

il forno

pan, frying pan

la padella

pepper

die Pfanne, die
Bratpfanne
der Pfeffer

il pepe

planetary mixer

die Küchenmaschine

la planetaria

plate

der Teller

pizza oven

Le couteau
multifonctions
Le four

ARABIC
\ ل% ا

 ت7 %-

[

W: _
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mikrovalovna
pečica
strojček za mletje
mesa
pisarniški nož

? نا

5 > ا
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? ن

pečica

PERSIAN

La poêle, la poêle à
frire
Le poivre

ponev, ponev za
cvrtje
poper

( ةS\ ) ( 2 ط وة ا

planetarni
mešalnik

(

il piatto

Le
mélangeur/mixeur
planétaire
Le plat

krožnik

der Pizzaofen

il forno per la pizza

Le four à pizza

peč za pico

pot

der Topf

la pentola

Un récipient

potato

die Kartoffel

la patata

potato peeler

der Kartoffelschäler

il pelapatate

to quarter

vierteln

dividere in quarti

refrigerator, fridge

der Kühlschrank

retained heat
container

die Thermophore

salamander

der Salamander

l’armadio
frigorifero
il contenitore
termico per
alimenti
la salamandra
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 ز#اe3/ طL9 '

\ بE7

 * ا%  اt%2 ? ن

?* ا0

lonec

t%2 & ر ا

L7 &

La pomme-de-terre

krompir

V ط2% ا

p #Y ز

L’éplucheur à
légumes
Couper en quart

lupilnik za krompir

V ط2%  رة اE\

W# 0' p #Y ز

razdeliti na štiri
dele
hladilnik

 ع7 )ر7 [ \* ا

 رj W &  دن/[ \
 دن7  رj
} ل9

Le réfrigérateur

Other:

5MS` ا

Le récupérateur de
chaleur

zadržana toplota

ارة

ا5 ?-

>

La salamandre

pečica salamander

ر

ا> نا

 ر#

 ه _ م6" ار6
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

Other:

^6

uL ا

salt

das Salz

il sale

Le sel

sol

saucepan

der Kochtopf

la casseruola

La casserole

kozica

scouring pad

der Scheuerschwamm

la spugna abrasiva

La brosse

( t2% L ) u2  ا5-

 چ#ا

seafood

die Meeresfrucht

i frutti di mare

Les fruits de mer

blazinica za
čiščenje
morski sadeži

5

ایe3 Y در

separate collection
of rubbish

die getrennte Abfallsammlung

Le tri sélectif

ločevanje
odpadkov

' 5LF>  تO
5 \ا

shelf

die Ablage

la raccolta
differenziata dei
rifiuti
lo scaffale

L’étagère

polica

رف

sink

das Spülbecken

il lavandino

L’évier

umivalnik

5L ]

smoke alarm

der Rauchmelder

L’alarme incendie

dimni alarm

 نX ار اe6 ز إM

 ارEم ھSOدود ا

soap dispenser

der Seifenspender

l’allarme
antincendio
il dispenser del
sapone

Le distributeur de
savon

razpršilnik za milo

spice

das Gewürz

la spezia

Les épices

začimba

 زM) ن7 F زع ا
' ] ةC 5 (2G
(
]  ء اv ن أ7 F ا
7ا * ا

ظ فI
Y E*#د/ ه6" ار6 I
Y E*#د
ادو

sponge

der Schwamm

la spugna

L’éponge

spužva

P >#@ا

P >#ا

spoon

der Löffel

il cucchiaio

La cuillère

žlica

5\GL ا

d: &

steam pressure
cooker
storage room

der Dampfdruckkessel

La cocotte-minute
/ l’autocuiseur
La réserve

parni kuhalnik

der Lagerraum

la pentola a
pressione
il magazzino

shramba

sugar

der Zucker

lo zucchero

Le sucre

sladkor

table

der Tisch

il tavolo

La table

miza

vegetables

das Gemüse

le verdure

Les légumes

zelenjava

vegetable knife

das Gemüsemesser

 واتl9  اI 2\ ' #

der Tiefkühlraum

Le couteau à
légume
La chambre froide

zelenjavni nož

walk-in freezer

il coltello per le
verdure
la cella frigorifera

zamrzovalnica

R 7 5C 9 ة ا
( S` [ L )ا

]C & ر

 شM :

% ا | )ت ا

7* ز# ید7 ه:

>&
Y :رو/^ #

 ر9%  اt% ط5 ط

0زود

 ن9 ا

 ر%6ا

#

:/ &

5طو
 واتl9 ا

ت

ا

%#

& یjت

%#

6 X د#
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
] ا/

PERSIAN
]L

Other:

'* :

to wash up

spülen / abspülen

il risciacquo

Laver

sprati

] أن/

water boiler

der Wasserkocher

il bollitore

La bouilloire

bojler za vodo

 ا ء5 S3

 * یY& 7

whisk

der Schneebesen

la frusta

Le fouet

metlica za stepanje

5& >9 ا

 ھ نY*#د
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2.3 Job Description: Assistant cook

Preconditions and surrounding factors
Job title
Assistant cook
National standards and requirements (starting on EQF/NQF lvl 3 & 4)
Austria:
• Level 3: Occupation with apprenticeship
• Level 4: Occupation with medium vocational education and training
France:
• Curriculum reference n°G1602 – “Personnel.le de cuisine” related to “Commis.e de
cuisine ” from the Operation Index of Jobs (edited by the French national agency
for the employment – Pôle Emploi) (Fiche ROME n° G1602 – “ Personnel.le de
cuisine ”)
• Curriculum reference n°9106 of the National Index of Vocational Certifications
(RNCP) – Commis de cuisine
Germany:
• Professional occupation as “Fachpraktiker/in Küche (Beikoch/Beiköchin)”
according to §66 BBiG/§42m HwO (Level 3 / 4). The Fachpraktiker/in Küche is also
suitable for handicapped people.
Italy:
• Tuscany Region: Professional profiles of “Addetto all'approvvigionamento della
cucina, conservazione e trattamento delle materie prime e alla preparazione dei
pasti” (413) and “Addetto alla preparazione e distribuzione di pietanze e bevande”
- REPERTORIO REGIONALE DELLE FIGURE PROFESSIONALI (RRFP)16 (EQF not
specified)
• Liguria Region: Professional profile of “Aiuto cuoco”17 (EQF3)
• Emilia Romagna Region: Professional profile of “Operatore della produzione
pasti” - REPERTORIO QUALIFICHE EMILIA ROMAGNA18 (EQF4)
• Regione Lazio: Professional profile of “Operatore della ristorazione - aiuto cuoco”
(EQF3)19
• ISFOL (National Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training,
Employment and Social Policies): Professional profiles of
5.2.2.1.0 “Cuochi in alberghi e ristoranti”
3.1.5.4.1 “Tecnici della preparazione alimentare”
5.2.2.2.1 “Addetti alla preparazione e alla cottura di cibi in imprese per la
ristorazione collettiva”
5.2.2.2.3 “Addetti al banco nei servizi di ristorazione”
5.2.2.2.2 “Addetti alla preparazione, alla cottura e alla vendita di cibi in fast food,
tavole calde, rosticcerie ed esercizi assimilati” - REPERTORIO DELLE PROFESSIONI
ISFOL20

16

http://web.rete.toscana.it/RRFP/jsp/OperazioniRfpFigure/stampaSchedaFigura.jsp
http://professioniweb.regione.liguria.it/Dettaglio.aspx?code=0000000065
42
18
http://formazionelavoro.regione.emilia-romagna.it/qualifiche/schede/produzione-distribuzionepasti/operatore-produzione-pasti
19
http://www.regione.lazio.it/rl_formazione/?vw=professionidettaglio&id=660
20
http://fabbisogni.isfol.it/professioni_raggruppamenti.php?div=red&where=PROFESSIONI&id=5.2.2&limite=1
17

Slovenia:
• There is no adequate job profile of this job, but there is a description of an
assistant to the baking and confectionery
• Name and code of professional standard: Assistant to the baking and
confectionery 80171080
• Klasius-P Bakery and confectionery (5413)
• Level of difficulty: III
National standards and requirements (for EQF/NQF lvl 2) (if available)
Germany:
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Assistenz in der Lebensmitteltechnik” (according to §54a
SGB III) through Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Gastgewerbe – Catering” (according to §54a SGB III)
through Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Gastgewerbe – Speisenvorbereitung” (according to §54a
SGB III) through Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
Others are not available
Short Description of the job profile
An Assistant Cook works in commercial and collective catering companies such
school, hospital and company canteens; hotels or small catering businesses
such as restaurants, pizzerias and small general restaurants. With some
support and direct supervision, he/she collaborates in the preparation of basic dishes and
helps chefs get ready to serve food to customers. This could involve washing, peeling and
trimming food items in
preparation for cooking when customers order them, as well as processing raw materials
needed to prepare simple dishes and work with basic recipes. With a bit of support he/she
also deals with the management/organisation of the storeroom, the care of the work
place, machinery, equipment and kitchen utensils.
Possible prior learning experience which might be useful for the job
• cooking at home / with friends and/or previous work experience in restaurants
• house cleaning and/or previous work experience as cleaner
• prior visits of restaurants or other occasions when food was served
• doing sports (resilience)
• general working experience
Professional standards (personal hygiene, necessary characteristics of the applicant, characteristics of
the working environment, etc.)

Take a closer look at chapter 3.3 for further information.
Knowledge of history of local cuisine and eating habits in order to offer adequate
products/service
• Hygiene and work uniform standards, safety regulations
• Punctuality
• Good physical condition
• Able to work quickly
• Communication skills
Description of the working place & environment (preconditions, requirements, necessary gadgets,
•
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staff responsibilities, etc.)

Can work in medium or big size enterprises (commercial and collective catering companies
such as school, hospital and company canteens; hotels or large and structured restaurants)
or small businesses (trattoria, pizzeria, small general restaurants).
The activity can be carried out individually or in a team and implies a prolonged standing
position and exposure to heat or cold. The quantity of work might depend on the season,
weekends and public holidays are often working days and working hours might include
unusual shifts.
Preconditions:
• Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all tools from employer / cook
• Personal hygiene standards and work uniform
• Understanding and clarifying organigram of the organisation (cook, other staff
members)
• Tour of the facilities (kitchen, restaurant, etc.)
Language skills (professional language, professional phrases / sentences)
Basic B1 Ability to describe unpredictable situations and to communicate with the help of
descriptions about topics Such as to express family, hobbies, interests or work. Average B2
Ability to be clear, to present clear descriptions and points of view as well as to form some
more complex sentence constructions.
• Basic vocational language in Italian and other EU language
• Basic knowledge of English (grammar, syntax, vocational language to compose a
menu in English)
The Glossary is a collection of the most important vocabulary that should help for a start.
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Job tasks
The Assistant Cook can do the following tasks under direct supervision:

Area of activity
Personal hygiene and
workplace cleanliness

Description of activities
•

•
•

•
Storing, protection and
preservation of foodstuffs

•
•

•

adequately maintain his/her personal hygiene (wash
hands, take care of hairstyle, nails and teeth, put on
regularly clean underwear, clothes and appropriate
footwear, etc.)
prepare the workplace and necessary kitchen
appliances for the cooking procedure
maintain hygiene and order in the workplace (cleaning
of workspace, loading/emptying dishwasher, separating
waste) according to the health and safety regulations*
adequately use cleaning agents and disinfectants for
maintaining hygiene in the working areas
receive and check goods and fresh foods upon arrival,
according to the company’s rules and under supervision*
store, protect and preserve fresh goods and foods
(fruits, vegetables, milk products, fish, meat, etc.),
according to their assigned destination or consumption
and maintaining their quality appropriately
keep food storage areas clean

Correct processing of
foodstuffs

•

process raw materials necessary for cooking according to
the cook’s instructions (washing, peeling, slicing, juicing,
removing inedible parts)

Correct use of equipment and
machines

•

select, use, store and take care of equipment and
machines appropriately

Correct cleaning of tools,
utensils, equipment, machines
and the bakery production
facilities

•

maintain tools, utensils, equipment, machines and the
bakery production facilities clean
adequately use cleaning agents and disinfectants for
maintaining tools, utensils, equipment, machines and the
bakery production facilities clean

Only if company / supervisor
allows and supervises the
following actions and the
skills of participants are
appropriate:

•

Working with basic recipes

•

•

•

prepare basic and elementary culinary creations and
perform basic finishes for elementary culinary creations
(basic cooking techniques to prepare any type of dish:
soups, fish, meat, baked products, vegetables, fruits,
dessert, sauces)
prepare and fry, grill, bake, cook food items to meet
customer and organizational requirements (use correct
equipment, temperature, timing according to food items)
prepare basic menu according to the company’s
indications, the clientele, the seasonal offer and costs
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
The participant knows how
to…
recognize how to separate
waste (biological, packaging,
paper, glass and other waste)

ensure workplace hygiene and
safety regulations and knows
basic HACCP standards
identify the adequate type and
amount of cleaning agents and
disinfectants for maintaining
hygiene of working areas and
equipment
describe how to store and
protect food

Skills

Competences

The participant is able to…

The participant is able to…

apply personal hygiene and
safety regulations (hairstyle,
teeth, nails, wash and disinfect
hands, wear clean work
clothes and shoes)
apply workplace hygiene and
safety regulations, comply with
HACCP standards
use the adequate type and
amount of cleaning agents and
disinfectants for maintaining
hygiene of working areas and
equipment
check quantity and quality of
fresh foods and goods upon
their arrival
apply food storage and
protection procedures, check
and clean food storage areas
select, use, clean and care for
equipment, tools, utensils,
machines and bakery
production facilities in safe and
appropriate manner
carry out simple techniques of
preparing foodstuffs and
cooking techniques out of the
information provided
apply the techniques of frying,
grilling, baking, cooking as well
as to demonstrate cutting
techniques

understand the importance of
applying the health and safety
regulations both at personal
and workplace level
understand the importance to
maintain personal and
workplace hygiene standards
apply food storage and
protection procedures in a
responsible manner

apply situational knowledge
and skills accurately and
efficiently
recognize own task as part of a
greater project
understand the time necessary
to carry out single actions
(time-management)
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Glossary for the Job Description:
ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

%& 5> >X | )ت
)ا
تS%\ ا

Y*6آY*# 0

prositi za naslednjo
jed
francoska bageta

( q*  ' اF  اpLأط

W# اX و در#  یG7

( 6 >  ا%9 ا

W_ 7/ ن6  ی6? ا

Le bain-marie

vodna kopel

t%' ط7-ری

pekač

il pane

Le plateau de
cuisson
Le pain

'X  ام ا ء ا9*#ا
 ءv أt%2  ات اG 5b? *
t%2 ا
%9  ا5 C

kruh

das Brötchen

il panino

Un petit pain

žemljica

broth

die Brühe

il brood

Le bouillon

brown bread

das Schwarzbrot

il pane integrale

carrot

die Karotte

carving knife

antipasti

die Antipasti

gli antipasti

L‘antipasti

predjed

appetizer

die Vorspeise

gli stuzzichini

Les apéritifs

predjed

ask for the next
plate
baguette / French
bread
bain-marie

nach dem nächsten
Teller fragen
das Baguette

chiedere il
prossimo piatto
la baguette

Demander le
prochain plat
La baguette

das Wasserbad

a bagno maria

baking tray

das Backblech

la teglia

bread

das Brot

bread roll / bun

%X

a 0اe3

Y # ?
ن6

%9  ا5>

 ن6 رول

juha

ق

7 *: _

Le pain complet

črni kruh

#R ا%9 ا

la carota

La carotte

korenje

das Tranchiermesser

il coltello da scalco

& یj ش7

das Getreide

i cereal

nož za rezanje
mesa
kosmiči

W  'ا#

cereals

Le couteau à
découper
Les céréales

 ب%  اd &ر

L3 6 %C

chef‘s knife

das Kochmesser

il coltello dello chef

Le couteau de chef

kuharski nož

(  خ%2 )ا

cherry

die Kirsche

la ciliegia

La cerise

češnja

cooker hood

die Dunstabzugshaube

la cappa aspirante

La hotte aspirante

kuhinjska napa

 خ%2  ا5> ط:

crispbread

das Knäckebrot

Le pain croustillant

hrustljav kruh

a  ا%9 ا

ن6د

cucumber

die Gurke

il pane croccante /
le fette biscottate
il cetriolo

Le concombre

kumara

 ر9ا

 رX

to cut

Schneiden

Tagliare

Couper

rezati

ر

ز

Other:

ا

P ھ

E 'ا#

ا

I 2\

 ن6 ای& ه

 & یj s: آ#
سS _
 ھ د6 X s:آ

 ش7/ن

7
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

deep fryer

die Fritteuse

la friggitrice

La friteuse

friteza

5\ G ة اS\ ا

 خ#'

dessert

il dessert / il dolce

Le dessert

sladica

 ىL ا

#د

dishes

die Nachspeise / das
Dessert
die Speisen

i piatti

Les plats

jedi

 نC

dishwasher

der Geschirrspüler

la lavastoviglie

Le lave-vaisselle

pomivalni stroj

dressing

das Dressing

il condimento

Le dressage

preliv

dressing room

der Ankleideraum

lo spogliatoio

Le vestiaire

garderoba

V %L*  ا5? 3

' *Xر

egg

das Ei

l’uovo

Les œufs

jajce

;7

[9 غ

elderberry

die Holunderbeere

il sambuco

Baie de sureau

bezeg

electric range

der Elektroherd

la cucina elettrica

električni štedilnik

to fillet

Filetieren

sfilettare

La cuisinière
électrique
Découper en filets

filleting knife

das Filetiermesser

fish

der Fisch

il coltello da
sfilettatura
il pesce

Le couteau à
désosser
Le poisson

flour

das Mehl

la farina

food

das Gericht

fruit

odrezati
file/odstraniti kosti
nož za filetiranje

ا ظ فe3

 نFا5 3
V %L

' : Y E? ظ
V#  )د#

 ت%6_ نX
( 7

Other:

 خ ا%2 ا

Y2&آ
وده

u  ا: {  إI 2\* ا

Y

L ? دن
& یj L?

riba

{  إI 2\*  ' ا#
u ا:
w#

Yھ

La farine

moka

' ط

آرد

il cibo

La nourriture

hrana

 مG2 ا

اe3

die Frucht

la frutta

Le fruit

sadje

5

ه

game

das Wild

la selvaggina

Le gibier

divjačina

5%G

garbage / rubbish

der Müll / der Abfall

5

der Gasherd

štedilnik na plin

 ز3  خ%ط

وده

gooseberry

die Stachelbeere

l’uvaspina / il ribes

Les déchets / La
poubelle
La cuisinière à gaz /
la gazinière
Groseille

smeti

gas range

la spazzatura / i
rifiuti
la cucina a gas

kosmulje

 ت%6_pLG`  اp O

" ر6 اY"6 ?

grapefruit

die Grapefruit

il pompelmo

Pamplemousse

grenivka

 ت%6_ ع%6ز

ƒ _? وت

grill

der Grill

la griglia

Le grill

žar

?

* ا

 زی7
&

5 ا:

7ز
_ز

_/ ب% دن
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

hairnet

das Haarnetz

hatch

die Durchreiche

la retina per capelli
/ la cuffia
il passavivande

herbs

die Kräuter

gli odori

honeydew melon

die Honigmelone

ice cream

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
GE  ا5 %:

PERSIAN
هS  یs:آ

Le filet à cheveux

mrežica za lase

Le passe

loputa

il melone di melata

L’herbe
aromatique
Le melon

die Eiscreme

il gelato

La crème glacée

sladoled

to immerse

Eintauchen

immergere

Immerger

potopiti v nekaj

kitchen balance

die Küchenwaage

t%2 ان ا

die Küchen Brigade

La balance de
cuisine
La brigade

kuhinjska tehtnica

kitchen brigade

la bilancia da
cucina
la brigata da cucina

 ط3 دن ور/? و
 دن7
 ازوی6 X s:آ

kuhinjska brigada

t%2  ا5 أ

ر ن

kitchen sterilizer

das Sterilisierungsmittel

lo sterilizzatore

Le stérilisateur

t%2 \[ اG

kiwi

die Kiwi

il kiwi

Le kiwi

kuhinjski
sterilizator
kivi

knife block

der Messerblock

Le bloc à couteaux

stojalo za nože

'

legume

die Hülsenfrucht

il portacoltelli / il
ceppo
il legume

Les légumineuses

stročnice

\ ل% ا

main course

la portata
principale
il mango

Le plat principal

glavna jed

(

mango

die Hauptspeise/
das Hauptgericht
die Mango

La mangue

mango

6

meal

die Mahlzeit

il pasto

Le repas

obrok

5%Mو

 هO وY اe3/اe3

meat

das Fleisch

la carne

La viande

meso

[

W: _

meat slicer

l’affettatrice

La trancheuse à
viande
La pastèque

rezalnik za meso

melon / water
melon
microwave oven

die Fleischschneidemaschine
die Melone / die
Wassermelone
der Mikrowellenherd

melona / lubenica

mincer

der Fleischwolf

Le four à
microondes
Le hachoir

mikrovalovna
pečica
mesoreznica

il melone / il
cocomero
il forno a
microonde
il tritacarne

[ از9  ون7 آ ن

zelišča

t%2  ار ?( اM 5 *?
(  ك%E )ا
 بEOأ

zelena melona

t 27_

Y% ط

Gزا

Other:

 م:

5 ظ7

 ی%#/ _ ه2G

Y* 7

I\*ا

ي

6 X s:آ

*#ها

6 X s:آ

ی
ا5 -

 ه6" ار6 & j/ یM
&j
 ت7 %-

 اd%2 ا

ایe3 YLCا
%6ا

&

5- E /[ L  ا5O 2&
[ Lا
t 27/ م:

 خjW: _

رو ف

*" ه#وو د

ا ر

رن ا

Y%  ط/ 6ھ وا

 خjW: _
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

office knife

das Officemesser

il coltello d’ufficio

Le couteau
multifonctions
Le four

oven

der Ofen

il forno

pan, frying pan

la padella

paprika

die Pfanne, die
Bratpfanne
die Paprika

la paprica

La poêle, la poêle à
frire
Le piment doux

paring knife

das Küchenmesser

il coltello da cucina

L’économe

pepper

Pfeffer

il pepe

planetary mixer

die Küchenmaschine

la planetaria

pot

der Topf

potato

SLOVENE

ARABIC
ب

pisarniški nož

PERSIAN

نا

Other:

 & یj 6 X s:آ/ & یj
رهھ
?

pečica

رن

ponev

ط وة ا ط

7*ھ
>L?

00

mleta paprika

لأ ر
دة

Le poivre

majhen nož za
lupljenje
poper

la pentola

Le mélangeur
planétaire
Le récipient

planetarni
mešalnik
posoda

die Kartoffel

la patata

La pomme-de-terre

krompir

potato peeler

der Kartoffelschäler

il pelapatate

lupilec za krompir

 رة ا !ط طس$%

W# 0' p #Y ز

to prewash

Vorwaschen

fare il prelavaggio

L’éplucheur à
légume
Prélaver

predpranje

!ق

refrigerator, fridge

der Kühlschrank

Le réfrigérateur

hladilnik

rye bread

das Graubrot

l’armadio
frigorifero
il pane di segale

 یE* :
E* :
} ل9

Le pain de seigle

rženi kruh

ا !ز ا (ودار

 ن6  ودارj

salamander

der Salamander

la salamandra

La salamandre

pečica salamander

در+

 ر#

salt

das Salz

il sale

Le sel

sol

,

^6

sauce

die Sauce

la salsa

La sauce

omaka

--

V#

saucepan

der Kochtopf

la casseruola

La casserole

ponev

' ر- "در

sea food

die Meeresfrucht

i frutti di mare

Les fruits de mer

morski sadeži

separate collection
of rubbish

die getrennte Abfallsammlung

Le tri sélectif

ločevanje
odpadkov

shelf

die Ablage

la raccolta
differenziata dei
rifiuti
lo scaffale

L’étagère

polica

 & یj W# 0'

ن

>L?
(طا ل

)ط

!"در ا ط
!ط طس
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
!+ ( ط!ق

PERSIAN
> تL9

side dish

die Beilage

il contorno

L’accompagnement

priloga

sink

das Spülbecken

il lavandino

L’évier

pomivalno korito

snack

der Snack

La collation

prigrizek

soup

die Suppe

La soupe

juha

ء

spice

das Gewürz

lo spuntino / lo
snack
la minestra / la
zuppa
la spezia

L’épice

začimba

وا!ل

ادو

sponge

der Schwamm

la spugna

L’éponge

goba za čiščenje

2+ إ

P >#ا

steel wool

die Stahlwolle

La paille de fer

steklena volna

storage room

der Lagerraum

la spugna in lana
d’acciaio ( la
paglietta
il magazzino

La réserve

shramba

زن

sugar

der Zucker

lo zucchero

Le sucre

sladkor

ر

sundae

der Eisbecher

Une coupe glacée

sladoled

table

der Tisch

l’affogato / la
coppa gelato
il tavolo

La table

miza

toast

das Toastbrot

Un toast

toast kruh

tomato

die Tomate

La tomate

paradižnik

towel protecting
from warm plates

Handtuch zum Schutz
vor warmen Platten

la presina

zaščitna brisača za
vroče krožnike

 ون+
ا

*" ه# ای د7 ظ وف
_ م

vegetables

das Gemüse

le verdure

La serviette pour se
protéger des plats
chauds
Les légumes

zelenjava

روات: ا

ت

vegetable knife

das Gemüsemesser

روات: ن ا

& یjت

der Tiefkühlraum

Le couteau à
légumes
La chambre froide

nož za zelenjavo

walk-in freezer

il coltello per le
verdure
la cella frigorifera

zamrzovalnica

washing liquid

das Waschmittel

il detersivo liquido

Le liquide vaisselle

tekočina za pranje

 ! ; ل- ا ( دة ا
( ) )ا م
<ل ا ' ل

white bread

das Weißbrot

il pane bianco

Le pain blanc

bel kruh

ا !زا;! ض

il toast / il pane
tostato
il pomodoro

'

Other:
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ENGLISH
wholewheat bread

GERMAN
das Vollkornbrot

ITALIAN
il pane di frumento
/ il pane integrale

FRENCH
Le pain complet

SLOVENE
polnozrnat kruh

ARABIC
ا !ز ا; ر

PERSIAN
ن6_ م
دار

Other:

/ ن6  س%#
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2.4 Job Description: Waiter/Waitress in the bar area

Preconditions and surrounding factors
Job titles
Waiter / Waitress in the bar area
Assistant bartender and barmaid
Waiter and waitress
National standards and requirements (starting on EQF/NQF lvl 3 & 4)
Austria:
• Level 3: Occupation with short training
• Level 4: Occupation with company training
France:
• Curriculum reference n°G1602 – “Personnel.le de cuisine” related to “Commis.e de
cuisine ” from the Operation Index of Jobs (edited by the French national agency
for the employment – Pôle Emploi) (Fiche ROME n° G1602 – “ Personnel.le de
cuisine ”)
• Curriculum reference n°9106 of the National Index of Vocational Certifications
(RNCP) – Commis de cuisine
Germany:
• „Restaurantfachmann/-frau“ according to Ausbildungsrahmenplan proved by
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Italy:
• Sistema classificatorio ISTAT - 6.4.1.3.1 Agricoltori e operai agricoli specializzati di
giardini e vivai, di coltivazioni di fiori e piante ornamentali
• Repertorio Profili Professionali Regione Toscana: Addetto alla realizzazione e
manutenzione di giardini (137)
• Law n. 154 of 26 July 2016 is the basis for the national professional and
educational standards for this job profile
Slovenia:
• Name and code of the catalog of standards of professional knowledge and skills
• Helper/assistant waiter/waitress 8534368011
• Klasius-P: Serving (8113),
• Klasius-SRV: Level 3: Results, NPK Certification System (23000)
• Level of difficulty of work (III)
National standards and requirements (for EQF/NQF lvl 2) (if available)
Germany:
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Gastgewerbe – Service” (according to §68 BiBB) through
Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Gastgewerbe – Catering” (according to §54a SGB III)
through Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
Others are not available
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Short Description of the job profile
Assistant bartenders/barmaids work in different types of restaurants, bars, hotels and
other leisure facilities that have a catering service included. Assistant bartenders/barmaids
take orders, serve snacks and drinks, and carry dirty plates, glasses and silverware to
kitchen for cleaning. An important task is to serve the wellbeing of the customer by
preparing the tables and rooms, cleaning them and serving the clients. They can also be
responsible to clean glasses, utensils, and bar equipment, serve wine, and bottled or draft
beer. They need to check customers’ identification and confirm it meets legal drinking age.
They are helping to restock and replenish bar inventory and supplies. They should
remember the most important food and beverage regulations. When working at a bar,
they prepare simple appetizers, such as pickles, cheese, and cold meats. In restaurants,
assistant bartenders/barmaids will help to create simple dishes and do compositions of
food on plates.
Assistant bartenders/barmaids should be open-minded, able to answer questions and
share additional information with restaurant patrons. It is important for this work to

stay guest focused and nurture an excellent guest experience. Candidates who
want to work in a bar/ a restaurant should be a team player and be able to effectively
communicate with the Kitchen Staff to make sure orders are accurate and delivered
promptly.
Possible prior learning experience which might be useful for the job
• assistance in the areas of gastronomy and leisure facilities
• own household activity
• personal hygiene standards
• serving and cleaning up after festivities
• caring for family members of different age
• organization of celebrations
• attend conferences
• holiday stays in hotels and other leisure facilities
• regular physical activities
Professional standards (personal hygiene, necessary characteristics of the applicant, characteristics of
the working environment, etc.)

Take a closer look at chapter 3.4 for further information.
Attentiveness and patience for customers are crucial as well as excellent presentation
skills. It is recommendable for assistant stewards/barmaids to have strong organizational
and multitasking skills, with the ability to perform well in a fast-paced environment.
Assistant stewards/barmaids should have strong physical condition to be able to stand and
walk during the whole working day. Basic math skills are demanded as they collect money
for drinks served and balance cash receipts.
Possible personal hygiene standards are:
• Wearing appropriate clothing, such as long black trousers, white blouse or
appropriate shirt, shoes (please respect special conditions at your company)
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•
•
•
•

No jewellery or piercings during work
Regular washing / disinfection of hands, especially after cleaning bath room of the
restaurant/bar
Regular washing
No strong perfumes

Possible, personal requirements of applicants are:
• readiness and ability to lift heavy weights
• punctuality
• dexterity
• good physical condition
• able to work quickly
• communication skills
• customer orientation
• honesty and reliability
• attentiveness
• resilience
• flexibility
• safety and environmental awareness
• good level of personal hygiene and presentation
• politeness and friendliness
Description of the working place & environment
Preconditions
• Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all tools from company / employer
• personal hygiene standards (wearing shoes, long trousers, long-sleeved shirt)
- in ideal case wear working uniform provided by employer
• understanding and clarifying organigram of the organisation (direct supervisor,
other staff members, directly related)
• Tour of the facilities
• precise working instructions
Language skills (professional language, professional phrases / sentences)
Basic B1 Ability to describe unpredictable situations and to communicate with the help of
descriptions about topics Such as to express family, hobbies, interests or work. Average B2
Ability to be clear, to present clear descriptions and points of view as well as to form some
more complex sentence constructions.
• Basic vocational language in local language and other EU language
• Basic knowledge of English (grammar, syntax)
The Glossary is a collection of the most important vocabulary that should help for a start.
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Job tasks
The Assistant bartender/barmaid (EQF Lvl 2) can do the following tasks under direct supervision:

Area of activity

Description of activities

Service

•
•
•
•

Check the salability of products
Prepare infusion and hot drinks and serve drinks
Serve and lift food and drinks
Participate in service and menu meetings

Use of devices,
Machines and
Household goods,
work planning

•
•

plan and coordinate work steps
carry out work preparations depending on every functional
area
use equipment, machinery and consumer goods
economically and ecologically
clean and maintain equipment, machinery and consumer
goods
check and evaluate work results

•
•
•

Dealing with clients

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hygiene

•
•

Safety and health
protection at work

•
•
•
•

Protection of the environment

•

present and justify the effects of personal appearance and
behavior on guests
consider tasks, competences and responsibilities in the
context of process organization
inform guests on demand about the range of services and
products
receive and forward messages and orders
receive reservation demands
apply occupational safety regulations
receive and process complaints
consider guest requests

apply personal hygiene and occupational hygiene regulations
and principles
use disinfectants and cleaning detergents economically,
ecologically and healthily (under guidance)
identify and report occupational safety and health hazards
apply occupational health and safety and accident prevention
regulations
describe accident behavior and initiate initial action
use preventive fire protection regulations
apply environmental protection regulations applicable to the
training company
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•
•

use opportunities for economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy and materials
avoid waste; use an environmentally friendly way of disposal

The service in detail/procedure of serving a guest
Waiters/Waitresses should offer the guests a beverage at all meal periods on the first approach to the
table.
At breakfast, server offers orange juice, at lunch server offers bottled water and at dinner server offers
wine (in consultation with the company). At dinner, bottled water is offered to the table before leaving
with the main course orders.
All waiters/waitresses should be trained so that they are knowledgeable of and able to explain the
entire menu and also are capable to make recommendations to guests.
1) After welcoming and seating the guests, return to the table to take the order. Ask the below
questions.
Would you like to have the buffet or a la carte?
2) In case the guest opt for Buffet then inform guest to start serving themself from the buffet.
"Please start serving yourself from the buffet, when you’re ready."
3) In Case guest opts for A la carte then ask the host below question:
"Would you like to place your order now?"
If the guest is not ready to place the order.
•

"I’m sorry, Mr. Wilson (Try to use guest name at all times). I will come back for your order
when you’re ready to order."

In case the guest calls you first to place the order, respond with:
•

Yes, Mr. Wilson / Certainly, Mr. Wilson. What would you like to start with?

4) Ask for more information from the guest.
•
•
•

What would you like to start with Mr. Wilson?
And to follow?
And for you, (Mrs. Wilson)?

Provide Options :
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•
•
•

Would you prefer with cheese or without cheese?
How would you like your (name of meat) cooked?
What kind of (bread / sauce) would you like?

5) Explain different portion sizes to the guests and assist with menu selection.
•
•

This set (lunch / dinner) is for a minimum of (2) people.
This Large Pizza is enough for (3) people.

6) Explaining dishes, method of cooking and degree of flavor to the guests:
Methods of cooking:
•
•
•
•

Pan fried / Stir Fried / Deep Fried
Boiled / smoked / poached / Steamed
"Pork Shoulder is braised with Apples and then served with Cheesy Grits."
"It's marinated in Garlic, Lemon, Oregano and comes with Greek Salad."

Degree of flavour:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quite (mild) / Extra (spicy) / Very (hot)
Rich / Creamy / Sweet / Thick / Sour
"It's a Rich and Creamy Tomato Basil Soup"
"The Chicken Curry is extra spicy"
"It’s a kind of (fish soup)."
"It is stuffed chicken with spinach and feta"

7) Finding out what a guest likes and making suggestions and recommendations accordingly:
•
•
•
•

Would you care for something (light / spicy / mild)?
Would you prefer a snack or a meal?
May I suggest our speciality of the day? Today we’re featuring (Roast lamb studded with
rosemary & garlic).
Our Chef’s speciality today is (Pomegranate Chicken).

7) Saying something positive about the food:
•
•
•
•

It's very popular / It's delicious / It's very tasty.
I’m sure you will enjoy it.
"May I recommend the 'Chicken Hot and Sour Soup'? It's a (spicy sweet and sour soup with
Chinese fungi and Chicken). It’s very tasty."
"Perhaps you'd like to try the Chicken Tikka. It's small pieces of boneless chicken baked using
skewers in a clay oven and It's very popular."

8) Mention the food preparation time and finishing order-process.
•

It takes about (25) minutes to prepare this dish.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakfast course is delivered within 10 minutes of ordering.
Lunch course is delivered within 12 minutes of ordering.
Dinner main course is delivered within 20 minutes of ordering.
Finishing the order-taking process
May I repeat your order?
Is there anything else I can bring you?

Basic knowledge on alcohol
It is important that barmaids and assistant steward keep in mind that it is bound to responsibility to
serve alcohol in bars and restaurants. They should politely ask for the ID of respective persons who
want to purchase alcohol. The minimum age to purchase and consume alcoholic beverages varies by
country in Europe, and sometimes by state or region (e.g. Spain and Austria). Most European
countries have a minimum purchase age of 18 years, while a few remain with a purchase age of 16
years. In the past years there has been an attitude towards raising the minimum age to 18 years to
bring them into line with other countries, and to protect children and juveniles from the mental and
physical harm of alcohol.

Alcoholic drinks
Beer: Beer is likely one of the oldest beverages on the planet, and is certainly the first form of
alcohol. Made by the fermentation of starches – cereal grains, rice, corn, maize, etc. – beer was
probably made by accident at some point in ancient history and has now become a global
phenomenon. It is most people’s favorite way to relax after a hard day of work.
Wine: Another ancient beverage, wine is made by fermenting grapes, just as beer is made by
fermenting starches. This fermentation process is what gives these beverages their alcohol content.
Wine comes in two primary varieties, red and white, but depending on where the grapes are grown
in the world, the soil content and the cultivation process, the flavors and unique nutrient profile will
be different.
Cider: Fermented grains and grapes make up beer and wine, but fermented apples are the source
material behind cider, another very popular alcoholic drink.
Hard Alcohol: Spirits, liquor or hard alcohol… whatever you want to call them, these are the most
potent forms of alcoholic beverages, often exceeding 40% alcohol by volume. Whiskey, vodka, gin,
tequila, rum, soju, brandy, and countless others are all forms of alcohol, but they are concentrated in
strength because they are distilled versions of fermented products. This makes them much more
powerful and intoxicating for consumers.
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge

Skills

The participant knows how
to…

The participant is able to….

The participant has the
competence to…

identify basic food ingredients

deliver checks and collect bill
payments,

inform guests of main products
and services upon request

name basic services and
products of the company
he/she is working for

carry dirty plates, glasses and
silverware to kitchen for
cleaning

keep in mind details of guest
orders or special requests
concerning the order
appropriately
communicate effectively in the
language of the country

differentiate between main
kinds of beer

take accurate food and drinks
orders, using order slips or by
memorization (later on a POS
ordering software)
recognize the main differences use bar equipment, cleaning
in wines
detergents and consumer
goods economically and in line
with the particular
circumstances and clean and
care for them

Competences

provide suggestions for the
improvement of their work to
a limited extent (on request)

describe the process of
receiving customer orders and
providing services

check dishes and kitchenware
for cleanliness and
presentation and report any
problems

consider suggestions for
improvement of external and
internal customers
concerning beverages and food

repeat the main features of
bar equipment and design

arrange table settings and
maintain a tidy dining area

dispose a certain amount of
discretion and accuracy

describe the operational
standards of effective waste
disposal in the kitchen and the
bar

decorate rooms and tables for
festivals and events according
to specifications

respect the privacy of guests

describe laws and regulations
regarding alcohol selling and
consumption

carry out auxiliary tasks for the
preparation of easy dishes or
the composition of such dishes

act as a team player and assure
a neat communication with the
kitchen staff and the other
waiters

describe classes of alcohol and
list brand names

act in accordance with quality
assurance measures and
document their activities
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Glossary for the Job Description
ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

pL2  اp - {LO

> رش# اe3 از

a la carte

a la carte

alla carta

A la carte

po naročilu

alcohol-free

Alkoholfrei

senza alcol

Sans alcool

brezalkoholna

alcoholic

Alkoholisch

Alcolico

Alcoolisé

alkoholna

allergens

die Allergene

gli allergeni

Les allergènes

alergeni

appetizer

die Vorspeise

gli stuzzichini

L’apéritif

predjed

ashtrays

der Aschenbecher

il posacenere

Le cendrier

pepelniki

banana

die Banane

la banana

La banane

banana

زة

bar

die Bar

il bar

Le bar

bar

(  ر7)56 -

beer tap

die Zapfanlage

il distributore

La tireuse à bière

pivo pip

 ة% را%C

:

bottle

die Flasche

la bottiglia

La bouteille

steklenica

5 M M ز5 &

 ی27

bottle opener

der Flaschenöffner

l’apri bottiglia

L’ouvre-bouteille

odpirač

(6 & 5- *?

 ی27 '  ز7

bottled beer

das Flaschenbier

la birra in bottiglia

ustekleničeno vino

 ة7 27

 ی7 آY& ط

bottle screw

der Korkenzieher

il cavatappi

Une bière en
bouteille
Le tire-bouchon

odpirač

5 M M  ا5 \  ا5- *?

to break napkins

piegare i tovaglioli

Plier les serviettes

zlagati serviete

bread basket

die Servietten brechen
(falten)
der Brotkorb

 بj % 0  ی27/ #
 ی27
* ل دن#> ه د#

il cestino del pane

Le panier à pain

košara za kruh

%9  ا5L#

bread knife

das Brotmesser

Le couteau à pain

nož za kruh

%9  ' ا#

buffet

das Buffet

il coltello per il
pane
il buffet

Le buffet

bife

5? 7

 & یj  ن6/ & یj  ش7
ن6
? 7

candle

die Kerze

la candela

La bougie

sveča

5G :

I:

carafe

die Karaffe

la caraffa

La carafe

karafa

ل

 ون7

{LO () * ي
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ا
5 # L اد ا ` ة

Other:
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

champagne

der Champagner

cider

der Apfelwein

cleaning detergent

das Reinigungsmittel

cleaning material

die Reinigungsgeräte

cocktail

der Cocktail

cocktail cherry

die Cocktailkirschen

to complain

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN
' s :

6% :

lo spumante / lo
champagn
il sidro

Le champagne

šampanjec

Le cidre

jabolčnik

il detergente di
pulizia
il materiale di
pulizia
il cocktail

Le détergent de
nettoyage
Le matériel de
nettoyage
Le cocktail

čistilno sredstvo

*ا

material za čiščenje

* اد ا

cutlery

das Besteck

le posate

Le cocktail à la
cerise
Déposer une
plainte
Les couverts

koktajl češnja

sich beschweren

il cocktail alla
ciliegia
lamentarsi

dishwasher

der Geschirrspüler

la lavastoviglie

Le lave-vaisselle

pomivalni stroj

.' أدوات ا ة)ا
(t ا..
 نFا5 3

draft beer

das Fassbier

la birra alla spina

točeno pivo

(

drinks/beverages

die Getränke

pijača

 ت7 وE ا

to drink

Trinken

le bibite / le
bevande
Bere

La bière en
pression
Les boissons
Boire

piti

dry

Trocken

Secco

Sécher

suho

فM

^EX

empty

Leer

Vuoto

Vide

prazno

? رغ

Y X

environmental
protection
fermentation

der Umweltschutz

La protection
environnementale
La fermentation

varstvo okolja

die Gärung

la protezione
ambientale
la fermentazione

fermentacija

fruit

die Frucht

la frutta

Le fruit

sadje

garbage/rubbish

der Abfall / der Müll
der Gin

Les déchets / la
poubelle
Le gin

smeti

gin

la spazzatura / i
rifiuti
il gin

džin

glass

das Glas

il bicchiere

Le verre

kozarec

 ا *> حFO

pribor

#

 اب: p #
ه

ا* ت

*
*

سS _ *

( *E

% ة) 'ا7

 بE
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ه ده

*

koktajl

pritožiti se

Other:

ه
7ز
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

hard alcohol

der harte Alkohol

il superalcolico / i
superalcolici
il tritaghiaccio

ice crusher

der Eiscrusher

ice cube

der Eiswürfel

to have change

Kleingeld haben

ice tongs

die Eiszange

intoxication

die Vergiftung

la pinza per il
ghiaccio
l’ebbrezza

invoice / bill

die Rechnung

juice

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
) ول "و
(
رة ا ( د

žgana pijača

Le broyeur/pilleur
à glace
Un glaçon

drobilec ledu

Avoir de la
monnaie
La pince à glace

imeti drobiž

أن ' ر

klešče za led

2 ) ! ت ا5

Une intoxication

vinjenost

la fattura / il conto

La note, la facture

račun

der Saft

il succo

Le jus

sok

 ر-0

kitchen towel

das Geschirrtuch

la carta assorbente

kuhinjska krpa

! ا ط$+

lemon

die Zitrone

il limone

La serviette de
cuisine
Le citron

limona

lighter

das Feuerzeug

più leggero

Le briquet

vžigalnik

( 0 )و

lime

die Limette

il lime

Citron vert

limeta

liquor

die Spirituosen

il liquore

Liqueur

žganja pijača

ر: ;ا ون ا
ا ض
رو! ت و$

list of beverages

die Getränkekarte

il menù delle bibite

Liste des boissons

seznam pijač

رو! ت$ ا

measuring cup

der Messbecher

il misurino

Un verre doseur

merilna skodelica

 س% س/

mild

Mild

Delicato

Léger

blago

 دل5

milk

die Milch

il latte

Lait

mleko

ب

orange juice

der Orangensaft

il succo d’arancia

Jus d’orange

pomarančni sok

to order sth.

etwas bestellen

ordinare qualcosa

naročiti nekaj

to pay

Bezahlen

Pagare

Commander
quelque chose
Payer

ledena kcka

plačati

Other:

 اW9#

%) ول

L’alcool fort

il cubetto di
ghiaccio
ha da cambiare

PERSIAN

t ' دX
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

Le terminal de
paiement
La poivrière

plačilni terminal
poprnice

(ل

ا د ا ون/ "د

payment terminal

der Zahlungsterminal

pepper shakers

der Pfefferstreuer

il terminale di
pagamento
il portapepe

pestle

der Stößel

l’ananas

Le poussoir

pest

pine apple

die Ananas

la collocazione

L’ananas

ananas

placemat

das Tischset

i piatti

Le set de table

podstavek

plates

der Teller

impiattare

Les plats

plating-up

die Stationsküche

del vino di porto

port wine

der Portwein

price list

ARABIC

PERSIAN
6 0 WX دا0

>ط اد
) $ ر/

>L? ش0
ھ ون
 س6 6آ

 س+ +أ

Y7 \E7 ز

krožniki

 ش% رش ا ط!ق ) ن ا
ط!ق+ + >:و و
( دة:+ ا
 ون-

La présentation

servirati na krožnik

 م5 ن ! ط-  اA

 نj ظ وف

il listino prezzi

Porto

portovec

(

 اب:  رت0

die Preisliste

il vino di qualità

Liste des prix

cenik

quality wine

der Qualitätswein

il vino rosso

Vin de qualité

kvalitetno vino

< ") ر5 < ا
(ر5 ا
! ذ ذو (ودة ( دة+

red wine

der Rotwein

Vin rouge

rdeče vino

refrigerator / fridge

der Kühlschrank

Réfrigérateur

hladilnik

to restock bar
inventories
rosé

die Barvorräte auffüllen

l’armadio
frigorifero
rifornire le scorte
del bar
il rosé

der Roséwein

il rum

Reconstituer les
stocks
Le rosé

dopolniti zaloge za
šankom
roze

 ا ! ر ! زونA
(  رھD )ا ول و
زھرة

 اب: YL_

rum

der Rum

il sale

Le rhum

rum

( ول

رام

salt

das Salz

Le sel

sol

salt shakers

der Salzstreuer

la saliera / il porta
sale
lo shaker

La salière

solnice

shaker

der Cocktail Shaker

l’argenteria

Le shaker

mešalnik

silverware

das Besteck

il setaccio

L’argenterie

srebrnina

sieve

das Sieb

la soda

La passoire / le
filtre

cedilo

' ! ذ !ر+) ! ذ !و و+

\ بE7

W# ? W &
 اب: W > 7

! ذ ا; ر+ ا

 اب:

( )ا

} ل9

روب$ ) روم

)

&

 دیM

ر7

^6

,
(,

Other:

ا

^ 6 ش0
 طL9 ' /

ق و ن و0
ا...  رھD
(  ل+ ) ر! لD

:

\ ه ظ وف6
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

soda water

das Sodawasser

soft drink

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

sodavica

ودة- ء

_ زدار آب

 زD رو! ت$

Y6 : 6  ون7

Eau gazeuse

das Softgetränk

il softdrink /
l’analcolico
il vino frizzante

sparkling wine

der Sekt

piccante

Vin pétillant

peneče vino

spicy

Scharf

Epicé

začinjeno

square

der Platz

il quadrato / la
piazza
il pestello

Place

trg

storage

das Lager

il magazzino

hramba

straw berries

die Erdbeeren

le fragole

La réserve / les
stocks
Fraise

jagode

table linen

die Tischdecken

La nappe

namizno perilo

to take orders

Prendre les
commandes
Robinet

sprejeti naročilo

 ذ اط!ت/

tap

die Bestellungen
aufnehmen
der Zapfhahn

la biancheria da
tavola
prendere le
ordinazioni
il rubinetto

pipa

ه

tip

das Trinkgeld

la punta

Un pourboire

napitnina

tomato juice

der Tomatensaft

Jus de tomate

paradižnikov sok

vodka

der Wodka

il succo di
pomodoro
la vodka

Vodka

vodka

Sodas

PERSIAN

ا

 اب: _ زدار

! ذ ا وار+ ا

ادو

ر
( 5 !ر!> ) ر

I7 / ر_ شj
 ر%6ا

زن

 تY"6 ?

ا راو
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رو

> رش# '*? _
: آب

!ور ا+-

 مG6ا

 ش$%!

 آبM _Y"6 ?

 ر ا ط طم-0
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Other:

ود

روب$ ) ود

(
wallet for money

die Geldbörse

water

das Wasser

water pitcher

der Wasserkrug

whisky

der Whiskey

il borsellino per le
monete
l’acqua
la brocca
dell’acqua
il whisky

Portefeuille

denarnica

L’eau

voda

Pichet d’eau

vrč za vodo

Whiskey

viski

 ل0

ظ )ا ظ
( - $ا
ء

آب
 رچ0 آب

إ!ر ل ا ء
و

روب$ )

و

Y

و

(
white wine

der Weißwein

il vino bianco

Vin blanc

belo vino

wine

der Wein

il vino

Vin

vino

wine cooler

der Weinkühler

il secchiello del
vino

Rafraîchissoir

posoda za hlajenje
vina

! ذ أ! ض+

 اب: >#

! ذ+

 اب:

! ذ+ !ردة ا

^ Xه

 اب:
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ENGLISH
wine pourer

GERMAN
der Weinausgießer

ITALIAN
versatore di vino

FRENCH
Verseur antigoutte

SLOVENE
točilnik vina

ARABIC
! ذ+ ب ا- ) ! ذ+  ا% د
(

PERSIAN

Other:

 اب: ر
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2.5 Job Description: Landscape Management Assistance

Preconditions and surrounding factors
Job title
Landscape management assistance
National standards and requirements (starting on EQF/NQF lvl 3 & 4)
Austria:
•

•

•

The official Arbeitsmarktservice Österreich (AMS) website does not contain the
above-mentioned information however the overall qualification profile in Austria
is:
Level 3: Holders of qualifications at Level 3 have a well-founded general education
and fundamental knowledge in their field of work or study and are able to carry
out simple tasks independently provided the framework conditions remain
unchanged. In addition, they are able to demonstrate solutions to everyday
challenges and implement them following prior consultation. Holders of Level 3
qualifications are also able to adjust their behaviour in routine situations of their
field of work or study independently and act at their own responsibility.
Level 4: Holders of qualifications at Level 4 have an in-depth general education and
theoretical knowledge in their field of work or study and they are able to carry out
routine tasks independently and find solutions to common challenges including
under changing framework conditions. In addition they have a certain critical
understanding. Holders of Level 4 qualifications can carry out the tasks connected
with the activities at their own responsibility and use the standard instruments,
procedures and methods for the sector/subject in compliance with standards and
appropriate to the situation.

France:
• Curriculum reference n°A1203 – “Entretien des espaces verts” from the Operation
Index of Jobs (edited by the French national agency for the employment – Pôle
Emploi) (Fiche ROME n° A1203 – “Entretien des espaces verts”)
Germany:
• Professional occupation according to Chamber of Agriculture on level 3:
“Landwirtschaftlich-technische/r Assistent/in”
• Professional occupation according to Chamber of Agriculture on level 4:
“Betriebsleitung im Gartenbau (Assistenz)” or “Agrarservice, Fachkraft”
• Professional occupation according to Chamber of Commerce and Industry on level
4: “Florist/in” and “Gärtner/in”
Italy:
• In Italy this job profile requires university degree, therefore we elaborated the job
profile of gardener (“giardiniere / manutentore / operatore del verde”) which is
still EQF level 3
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Sistema classificatorio ISTAT - 6.4.1.3.1 Agricoltori e operai agricoli specializzati di
giardini e vivai, di coltivazioni di fiori e piante ornamentali
• Repertorio Profili Professionali Regione Toscana: Addetto alla realizzazione e
manutenzione di giardini (137)
• Law n. 154 of 26 July 2016 is the basis for the national professional and
educational standards for this job profile
Slovenia:
• The name and code of the catalog of standards of professional knowledge and
skills: Maintenance of green areas for sport and leisure 3025874011
• Klasius-P Horticulture (6222)
• Klasius-SRV
• Fourth level: Outputs, NPK certification system (24000)
• Level of qualification SOK 4, EOK 4
• Level of difficulty of work: IV
National standards and requirements (for EQF/NQF lvl 2) (if available)
Austria:
• Qualifications in Austria which correspond to EQF descriptors of Level 2 are
secondary home economics school (1-year course) and prevocational school
qualifications.
Germany:
• Einstiegsqualifizierung “Floristik” (according to §54a SGB III) through Chamber of
Commerce and Industry or Chamber of Crafts
•

Others are not available
Short Description of the job profile
Gardeners and landscapers build, plant and maintain gardens, green areas, play and
sports facilities of all kinds, greened slopes and slopes and reclaim areas that have been
destroyed. Frequently, together with landscape ecologists, they try to compensate for
the mistakes that have been made in dealing with nature and to realize new possibilities
of natural building and design. Their tasks include the care of existing green spaces, but
also the renaturation and the creation of new biotopes. A landscape management
assistant supports the supervisor in the abovementioned tasks and takes over ancillary
activities such as digging holes, gathering plants, storing plants and cultivation.
Possible prior learning experience which might be useful for the job
• Basic agricultural knowledge
• Basic horticultural knowledge
• Basic knowledge or experience with agricultural machinery
• Farming with family / friends
• Gardening, like planting flowers, etc.
Professional standards (personal hygiene, necessary characteristics of the applicant, characteristics of
the working environment, etc.)
Take a closer look at chapter 3.5 for further information.
•
•

Work uniform
Punctuality / reliability
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• Safety regulations
• Set daily routines with fixed brakes
• Hierarchy differences and responsibilities
Description of the working place & environment (preconditions, requirements, necessary gadgets,
staff responsibilities, etc.)

Garden and green area designers work mainly in companies in garden, landscape and
sports field construction as well as in federal, municipal and municipal gardens. In
addition, garden and green designers work both in village and urban regeneration and
outside settlement areas. Landscape management assistants have to be prepared for
Outdoor and seasonal work, which might be affected by pollution and is characterized
through constant walking and phases to stand still for a longer time.
Language skills (professional language, professional phrases / sentences)
Basic B1 Ability to describe unpredictable situations and to communicate with the help of
descriptions about topics Such as to express family, hobbies, interests or work. Average
B2 Ability to be clear, to present clear descriptions and points of view as well as to form
some more complex sentence constructions.
• Basic vocational language in EU language
• Basic knowledge of English (grammar, syntax, vocational language to compose a
menu in English)
The Glossary is a collection of the most important vocabulary that should help for a start.
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Job tasks
The landscape management assistant can do the following tasks under direct supervision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation and maintenance of conditions that ensure optimal growth of trees.
Cultivate cultivation areas for trees, shrubs, ornamental shrubs, fruit trees and forest plants.
Fruit tree cultivation: Creation and maintenance of conditions that ensure optimal growth of
fruit trees.
Cultivation and rearing, care and processing of flowers and other ornamental plants
Controlled reproduction of flowers that are grown and marketed for use in arrangements,
bunches, etc.
Cultivation of shrubs that serve decorative purposes, e.g. Privet, Barberry, Thuje, Buxbaum.
Maintenance of green areas, e.g. Lawn mowing, weeding, hedge and shrub cutting,
scarifying, fertilizing and foliage sweeping.
Covering a plant excavated from the ground with a soil ball in the root area with a balling
cloth or wire mesh.
The promotion of growth and pest control takes place through natural substances, such as
compost or mulch. Soil preparation knot up.
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge

Skills

The participant knows how
to…

The participant is able to….

The participant has the
competence to…

describe different agricultural
basics such as gardening, crop
production, gardening and
green area maintenance

demonstrate basic agricultural
skills in arable farming like
mowing, tree care, thinning,
gardening, cropping or
harvesting vegetables

carry out minor repairs and
maintenance under
supervision

identify logistics, such as basic
knowledge in warehousing

demonstrate basic
woodworking skills, such as
chopping wood
work with machinery and
equipment under direct
supervision and in consultation
with the company
(e.g. Filling machines (forestry
/ agricultural machines)
apply the main techniques of
planting, transplanting,
production and reproduction
of plants and apply the
ordinary and extraordinary
maintenance techniques
(pruning, irrigation, grafting,
etc.)”

support technical monitoring
of machines and plants

recignise basic knowledge in
forest management
knowledge, such as forestry,
tree care or Weingarten works

Competences

reflect on own actions and to
receive feedback from the
supervisor

identify and safely use the
appropriate pesticides
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Glossary for the Job Description:
ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

auger

der Erdbohrer

la trivella

La tarière

vrtalnik za zemljo

p\`

bark

die Rinde

la corteccia

L’écorce

lubje

Eءا

blossom

die Blüte

La floraison

cveteti

to brake off

Abbrechen

il bocciolo /
sbocciare
spezzare/rompere

Arrêter

odlomiti

branch

der Ast

il ramo

La branche

veja

broom

der Besen

la ramazza / la scopa

Le balai / Brosse

metla

bucket

der Eimer

il secchio

Le seau

vedro

bud

die Knospe

il bocciolo / fiorire

Le bourgeon

popek/kal

[O 7

to burn off

Abbrennen

bruciare

Brûler

izžgati/pokuriti

ق

bush

der Busch

il cespuglio

Les buissons

grm

ة

to chop

Häckseln

tagliare

Hacher

sekati

> م

to clear a forest

Abforsten

disboscare

Eclaircir une forêt

čiščenje gozda

compost

der Kompost

il concime

Le compost

kompost

cone

der Zapfen

la pigna

Le tourillon

storž

cotyledon

das Keimblatt

il cotiledone

Cotylédon

kotiledon

crown

die Baumkrone

La couronne

krošnja

cultivation

die Bodenbearbeitung

la cima dell’albero / il
germe
la coltivazione

(? M p
( ت% ا
ج

Cultiver

pridelovanje

5Oزرا

WE

to cut sth. back

etw. zurückschneiden

tagliare di nuovo

odrezati

I2\

 ش7 دادن

to dig away

Abgraben

scavare / zappare

Supprimer /
réduire
Creuser

>

>- دن

kopati

*
W# 0 ن

( [ L% زھ ة )ا
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(
5

Other:
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN
‰?

zaščitne slušalke

ذنRت ا

l’aspirafoglie
elettrico
Estratto

električni sesalnik
listja
izkopano

E  ورق ا5> ط:
(  رعE ا
*)
( O p\6/ p\ )p \

der Zaun

la recinzione

Clôture

ograja

 ج#

 رF-

fertilization

die Düngung

la fertilizzazione

Fertilisation

gnojenje

p F9* ا

 روری7

fir needle

die Tannennadel

l’ago di pino

Aiguille de sapin

igla jelke

 ة ا * ب7إ

 زن# ج

flower

die Blume

il fiore

Fleur

cvetlica

وردة

flower bed

das Blumenbeet

l’aiuola

Plate-bande

cvetlična postelja

* أزھ رE

flower meadow

die Blumenwiese

il prato di fiori

Pré de fleur

cvetlični travnik

ج ا رود

> ارLO _

foliage

das Blattwerk

il fogliame

Feuillage

listje

ة

خ: گو7

fork

die Forke

il forcone

Fourche

vilice

5 :

frame saw, bow
saw
frost-sensitive

die Bügelsäge

il seghetto ad arco

Scie

(  رE ) pE9  اE6 5 آ

 اره،Y7 &  ارهY6

frostempfindlich

sensibile al gelo

Sensible au gel

okvirna žaga,
pramenska žaga
občutljiv na zmrzal

(  د%L ) I \FL  س-

 س- 7

fruit

die Frucht

la frutta

Fruit

sadje

5

ه

garden hose

der Gartenschlauch

la pompa da giardino

Tuyau d’arrosage

vrtna cev

5\

garden shear

die Heckenschere

le cesoie da giardino

Tondre la pelouse

vrtne škarje

( I 2\*L ) 5\

to germinate

Keimen

germogliare

Germer

kaliti

(  ت%6)إ

glove

der Handschuh

il guanto

Gants

rokavica

grown

Angebaut

cresciuto/maturo

Poussé / Grandi

odrasel

(

hand truck

die Sackkarre

il carrello

Chariot de
manutention
manuel

ročni tovornjak

 ء:) ) \ ا5  و57 O
(

der Gehörschutz

le cuffie

electrical leaf
vacuum
excavated

der elektrische
Blattsauger
Ausgegraben

fence

-

_ ش

Protections
auditives
Aspirateur à
feuilles électrique
Creusé

ear defenders

 گ7 روبY& 7
> ری-

_
}3 7

E  ا5&ور

"لj

?
ها

Other:
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

hardy

Winterhart

resistente

Robuste

prezimen

(S`  & يŠ9:)

:

 دوام7

hedge

die Hecke

la siepe

Haie

živa meja

'j 0

hedge clippers /
hedge shears

die Heckenschere

il decespugliatore / le
cesoie da siepe

Le taille-haie

helmet

der Helm

l’elmetto / il casco

Le casque

pkarje za
obrezovanje žive
meje
čelada

c ) (%EO ط ق
(; G*  أو ا5 L
( أو%EG )ا ج ا
( S` c ا
 يE  ا ج ا5O 2&

hoe

die Hacke

la zappa

La binette, la houe

motika

to irrigate

Bewässern

irrigare

Irriguer

namakati

injury

die Verletzung

l’infortunio

Blessure

poškodba

57 Cإ

p #آ/W- اM

lawn

der Rasen

il prato rasato

travnik

pEG ا

'j

lawn mower

der Rasenmäher

il tagliaerba

leaf

das Blatt

la foglia

La pelouse, le
gazon
La tondeuse à
gazon
La feuille

leaf blower

der Laubbläser

il soffiatore per foglie

pihalnik listja

leaf sack

der Laubsack

il sacco per le foglie

La souffleuse à
feuilles
Le sac de feuille

log

der Baumstamm

il tronco

Le registre

hlod

p2-

moor

das Moor

la brughiera

La lande

barje

ھ ارRا/I\ *

ر

moss

das Moos

il muschio

La mousse

mah

pL ط

 هX

mulch

der Mulch

il pacciame

Le paillage

zastirka

(  رةE6) دة

onion

die Zwiebel

la cipolla

Oignon

čebula

ornamental

Dekorativ

ornamentale

Ornemental

dekorativno

(? Xز

Y* ز

peat

der Torf

la torba

Tourbe

šota

‹9 ا

 ده0

kosilnica
list

vreča za listje

 ذةX

Y} &  دزنE :

هS Y ا

5?

P

(ه

Other:

7) وي

 ری7دن آ

' jزن

pEG  اM 5 آ
E  ا5&ور

 گ7

E  ورق ا5X >6
(
*L )
 أوراقV

F7

7

5: ?

 گ7روب
I M گ آوری7
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
5*%6

PERSIAN

Other:

_ ه

plant

die Pflanze

la pianta

Plante

rastlina

to pluck

Rupfen

strappare / sradicare

Cueillir

puliti

poisonous plan

die Giftpflanze

la pianta velenosa

Plante toxique

strupena rastlina

5 # 5*%6

pond

der Teich

lo stagno

Bassin, mare

ribnik

 ء5 7

power saw

die Motorsäge

la sega elettrica

Scie électrique

motorna žaga

< !ر

protective goggles

die Schutzbrille

"ظ رات وا+

die Beschneidung

Lunettes de
protection
Elagage

zaščitna očala

pruning

obrezovanje

ذ ب$

دن ھ س

rake

die Harke

gli occhiali di
protezione
la ripulitura / la
potatura
il rastrello

Râteau

grablje

( ب$5 س ا+ ) (ر

':a

resistance

die Resistenz

la resistenza

Résistance

odpornost

و%

respiratory
protection

der Atemschutz

Protection
respiratoire

zaščita dihal

+ ا

root

die Wurzel

il dispositivo di
protezione per le vie
respiratorie
la radice

Racine

korenina

(ذر

safety shoes with
steel toe cap
saw

die Sicherheitsschuhe
die Säge

le scarpe
antinfortunistica
la motosega

Chaussures de
sécurité
La tronçonneuse

zaščitni čevlji z
jekleno kapico
žaga

ط ءD >
+د5
 ر$+

scissors

die Schere

le forbici / le cesoie

Les ciseaux

škarje

ص%

seed

die Saat

il seme

Les graines

seme

!ذرة

seeding

die Aussaat

la semina

Ensemencer

sejanje

 !ذور0زرا

Y: 0رe7/ 6ر یدا

seedling

der Setzling

il germoglio

Semis

sadika

!ز ر ا !ذور

 ل6

shovel

die Schaufel

la vanga / la pala

Pelle

lopata

( ل$ ( روف)ا

shrub

der Strauch

l’arbusto

Arbuste

grm

( رة$

sickle

die Sichel

la falce / falciare

Faucille

srp

(ل+

*

'*9 ر/p 9
_ هY #
}

-

 ارهY& 7

 ر$+

^ OY ا

W \و
W> ظ- Y >

ا

Eر
ذاء

a> Y  ا7 هS  ی0
? )دی
اره
Y} &
6دا/رe7

7
}*Xدر
داس
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC
(  <لG+ + ) در+

PERSIAN
p:

slope

die Böschung

il pendio / la discesa

Le talus

nasip

soil

die Erde

il suolo / il terreno

Sol

prst

to sow

Aussähen

seminare

Semer

sejati

( )ر ا !ذور+ ) زرع

'*:

spade

der Spaten

la vanga

Bêche

lopata

( ل$)( (ر ) رك

7

to stake off sth.

mit Pfählen einzäunen

Faire reposer

zakoličiti

( ن

tendril

die Ranke

picchettare /
picchettamento
il viticcio

Vrille

vitica

thorn

die Dorne

la spina

Epine

trn

tree

der Baum

l’albero

Arbre

drevo

(رة$

WXدر

trim

der Beschnitt

spuntare / potare

Tailler

obrezovanje

 م%

'*#آرا

trowel

die Kelle

Truelle

lopatica za sajenje

(ر

tuber

die Knolle

la paletta da
giardiniere
il tubero

Tubercule

gomolj

+ا در

to turn over with a
showel
vacuum cleaner
and crusher
wasteland

Umschaufeln

Creuser

obrniti z lopato

Staubsauber und
Zerkleinerungsmaschine
das Ödland

rigirare / smuovere
con una pala
l’aspiratore e il
frantumatore
il terreno incolto

Aspirateur-broyeur

sesalnik in drobilec

Terrain vague

puščava

waste separation

die Mülltrennung

Tri des déchets

ه

Arrosoir

ločevanje
odpadkov
škropilnica

کX

!ر

 م ) دد5

!+ (زء و ! ن
$ر5
(وك$)  <ك$ (ر$

 ت+ ل ا-

watering can

die Gießkanne

la raccolta
differenziata
l’annaffiatoio

weeds

das Unkraut

le erbacce

Mauvaises herbes

plevel

 ب$0 أ

weeding

das Jäten

la sarchiatura

Désherbage

 رة:  ب ا$0;إزا ا

wheel barrow,
garden cart

die Schubkarre

Chariot de jardin

wire mesh

der Maschendraht

la carriola / il
camioncino da
giardino
la rete metallica

odstranjevanje
plevela
samokolnica, vrtni
voz

Grillage métallique

žična mreža

Š9E دن
 ز/ ون7  نE
^} 0
رX

}L 7

 ب ! (ر )" ب% ا
( ) ا راب
ر! < و
+
رة
(
%  ر )ا;رض ا% ا

! % إ!ر ق ا

ل

Other:

 ون7  نE 7 7
Y& 7 روM ه و
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 دX

7

 اM دن
 دن6
 شآب0

7ز/ اM
0

LO ھ ز

ر! ا0

!$

 نj

LOھ ز ھ ی

 ن3 ?

 ریY #
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ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FRENCH

SLOVENE

ARABIC

PERSIAN

wood chippers

der Holzhäcksler

la cippatrice

Broyeur à bois

lesni sekalniki

ب$  ا0 "ط

: ب اj

young shoot

der Trieb

il pollone / il
germoglio

Jeune pousse

poganjek

 و+ /!ت+

& #  انM

Other:
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3 Cultural and social specifications
As the European Transparency Instruments are aimed at standardizing and comparing VET and
general qualifications, it is obvious that many differences occur within one country, between two
companies and further on between European countries. For this, there are differences in the cultural,
social and language environments in Europe. This is also reflected in the labour markets and from
one company to the other (enterprise culture), so many differences do occur here as well.
It needs a sensitization of employers and future employees to design a harmonized working
atmosphere successfully. In general, focus should be laid on the following aspects, which vary
(partially significantly) between different cultural perspectives in Europe itself:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

time management
work processes (apart from individual solutions and handling within companies)
language barriers
bureaucratic challenges
cultural role models
learning behaviour / learning experiences
social interaction

These are just examples and therefore only a short extract of possible differences not only between
countries outside, but already between inside Europe.
The language barrier seems to be the first and most important hurdle to cross when a foreign person
wants to get involved in a new professional context. However, the lack of local language skills can
lead the person to develop other valuable personal skills: observation, body language understanding,
adaptation, implicit communication skills, ability to be focused on a specific task etc. So, these
barriers can be overcome with the help of simulations or exercises within companies / other
institutions and also thanks to the use and valuation of all personal abilities of the future employee.
In this partnership, this already started in finding appropriate equivalents for the job profiles
mentioned and targeted in the project Job to stay. Soon, it was obvious that in Italy and Slovenia
there are sometimes no suitable matches for the mentioned job profiles. This lead to confusion
within the partnership when having to describe a profile that does exist in one country, but is nonexistent in another country within Europe. Cultural differences then get more and more complex
before refugees even enter the labour market. Further, there were mostly none descriptions of job
profiles on EQF level 2 for the proposed job profiles. The only chance to get a hold of this challenge is
to fix a special standard, which was agreed on by the whole partnership.
The same procedure can be adapted to the labour market in general. Both sides (employers and
employees) have to be sensitized of cultural differences that might not be obvious on first sight. Due
to the intuitive handling with the new situation, they might already be aware of the cultural
differences, so the project should value their knowledge and competences as a tool for a mutual
understanding useful for a positive working atmosphere, and to provide some more information if
needed. For example, time management (especially punctuality) plays an important role for German
and French employers. Here, employees/workers have to stick strictly to a given period and have to
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act accordingly. Same aspect is relevant for the compliance of hygiene standards. According to the
social group, those social rules are expressed in different ways.
Cultural role models most often directly affect the labour market and especially the understanding of
the behaviour of different people (independently whether they have a status as refugee or not). Due
to some traditional role models (women staying at home, being responsible to take care of children
and home whereas men are working for the livelihood of the family) both genders have to get along
in new situations. Equally, there are also traditional role models in the form of matriarchies, where
women take over the leading role in the family or in communities. This shows, relationships between
women and men can be different from what they knew in their former cultural group. As they have
been in an adaptation process since they left from their country of origin, they are used to mobilise
their personal skills to understand and decrypt the new cultural codes. They moved through different
countries and regions so they already developed their adaptation ability and other resources that
have to be valued and used. Everybody has to understand that both genders can be on all levels of
hierarchy, which means that all genders can give orders to everybody. Men have to implement
orders given by women – this is sometimes a completely new context for some employees in the
professional field. On the other hand, female employees might have difficulties to accept women in
leading positions as well as they are not corresponding to their previous understanding.
Mostly, “simple” differences matter most in the labour market context. This starts with appropriate
clothing, for example wearing safety shoes in the kitchen. It has to be clear what companies demand
and how safety regulations have to be kept. This plays a decisive role in the kitchen as well, as here
hygiene standards are most important. Some refugees from different countries sometimes are not
used to be equipped with flowing water, their washing habits might be completely different from
European and countries’ standards. Waste disposal, hygienic cleaning and washing habits have to be
expressed, so that refugees actually do have a chance to better understand what is expected in the
local professional context.
Such cultural standards are difficult to deal with, as these differences are not obvious at first sight.
The partnership still agreed on a short version of sensitization for such differences to help both sides
(employers and employees) understanding each other better and to prevent misunderstandings
based on such differences.
In the following, general, personal hygiene standards and personal requirements of the future
employee are given as a short checklist. This works for both sides; it shall sensitize employers and
employees to be able to understand that the backgrounds of all people can have an impact on the
current behaviours and actions.
General standards (independent from employment relationship):
-

Teams are made of men and women and each of them can be in all the company’s positions.
Hours and breaks can be fixed by the company.
You are supposed to use the appropriate formal vocabulary to talk to customers, hierarchy,
team members.
Respecting daily routine set by the company (for instance: entrance routine, signing list,
locker room, writing hours of cleaning...)
Following working tasks, priorities changes and instructions of the direct supervisor
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-

Following the separation of tasks
Resilience with repetitive tasks
respecting the different dustbins

Possible personal hygiene standards are:
-

-

Wearing appropriate clothing, such as long trousers, long shirt, shoes ; sometimes the
uniform or clothes are provided by the company. Most of the time, you must have your own
appropriated and always cleaned clothes.
Short and cleaned nails
Wearing a hairnet and hair up
Sometimes, wearing a mask (if you have a cold for instance)
Short beard and short mustache
In the case of a disease, inform the supervisor quickly
No jewellery or piercings during work (according to the work supervisor)
Regular washing / disinfection of hands, especially after cleaning the dirty parts (dustbins,
soils, peelings) and after going to breaktime (smoking, going to the bathroom…)
Washing hands respecting the washing process, duration and regularity
respecting the separation between clean and dirty parts in the kitchen and in the process of
“going further”, following the HACCP process
No strong perfumes
Following working instructions and hygiene procedures

Possible, personal requirements of applicants are:
-

readiness and ability to lift heavy weights, good physical condition
able to receive and apply working instructions: attentiveness, communication skills
able to be focused on the priorities, able to readjust tasks accordingly
punctuality
dexterity
able to work quickly
able to work under pressure (during high level of intensity in the working place)
honesty and reliability
resilience
flexibility, polyvalence
safety and environmental awareness
good level of personal hygiene and presentation
politeness and friendliness
Discretion
Respecting working hours for job tasks and using break-time to personal activities (using
phone, religion, eating, children, smoking)
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Extra: Cultural Diversity at the workplace
During the past decades, the management of cultural diversity has emerged as one of the most
prominent challenges facing modern organizations. A large number of studies have been conducted
to determine the effects of diversity on organizational effectiveness, but findings have been
ambiguous. On the one hand, the presence of individual differences between employees appears to
have the potential to enhance flexibility, creativity and innovation in workgroups. However, in many
studies, diverse teams are reported to be outperformed by homogenous teams, because cultural
differences may lead to lower cohesion, less effective interpersonal communication and a higher
occurrence of conflict between team-members21.
It is obvious that there are a lot of challenges when people are working together. This is on first hand
not related to any culture, but to the individuals themselves. Even simple seaming relationships are
often enough getting complicated out of no remarkable reasons. When it comes to the professional
field, this situation increases. In addition to that, it gets more complicated when different cultures
are coming together. This can be absolutely beneficial, as people can learn from each other. Just like
Robert Alan once said: “Cultural differences should not separate us from each other, but rather
cultural diversity brings a collective strength that can benefit all of humanity.”22
Nevertheless, many advisory books, checklists, guidelines and supporting institutions exist to help
companies (and people in general) getting along with heterogeneous teams. As this is a quite
comprehensive topic, Diversity Management can easily be separated into a wide more detailed
handbook itself. The European Commission also lays a special focus on Diversity Management,
underlining and highlighting this field with high importance23. The partnership still wants to mention
some points, which employers have to keep in mind when dealing with people from other cultures
(meaning not only refugees, but also migrants in general). The Austrian Federal Chancellery
published one checklist that might serve for a first orientation (see Annex 5).
Apart from general preparations with diversity management, sensitization and awareness-raising on
all hierarchy levels in a company play the most important roles in a successful mediation between
cultures and employees. People should be made aware of possible differences (such as traditions,
beliefs, values, habits, behaviours or religion) to build a fundament of understanding for each other.
Intercultural events, such as teambuilding events, common dinners or simply cooking together, could
help to start this process.
All people should be introduced to the ones they are working close with, all other people should at
least be informed when new employees (no matter where from) are coming to a company. They
should be enabled to directly talk to each other to prevent misunderstandings or misinterpretations.
This requires once again sensitization on both sides, as it is not usual in all cultures to directly
formulate feedback or to directly express ones opinion. As it is not easy and not a solution to change
a person’s habits, such circumstances should be made obvious either through communication or

21

Hofhuis, J.; van der Rijt, P.G.A.; Vlug, M. (2016): Diversity climate enhances work outcomes through trust and
openness in workgroup communication. SpringerPlus. Available at:
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1186%2Fs40064-016-2499-4.pdf.
22
https://www.ufic.ufl.edu/Documents/20%20Quotes%20Praising%20Cultural%20Diversity.pdf
23
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-14-165_en.htm
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preparation in beforehand (informing one’s self about the culture a person is coming from) or
observation.
United standards might be a solution to unify people without paying too much attention for
individual habits or cultures. All employees in a company should then follow the company’s
regulations and norms. Like this, culture does not matter anymore, but all people have the same
regulations, standards and regulations: the company culture. Of course, all people are individual and
bring along their own habits, but all of them unites a common objective and common values that are
shared with each other.
As mentioned above, diversity management is but a topic that is dealt with in literature all around
the globe. For this reason, this section was only a short step into this topic, remaining at the surface.
Further information are found in various resources all over the world.
Apart from these general requirements and demands, the partnership wants to lay focus on the job
profiles mentioned in Chapter 2. As they are slightly different from each other, single descriptions of
the working place and environment are offered. Furthermore, a possible daily routine is displayed to
get an impression (again for both sides) on priorities and the design of a usual working day. Especially
time management sometimes plays an important role for a successful employment relationship. For
this, both sides have to be aware that there might be different expectations from each side in
actually fulfilling these duties.
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3.1 Housekeeping Assistance / Housekeeper
Description of the working place and environment
Preconditions
-

Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all tools from company / employer
personal hygiene standards (wearing closed shoes, long trousers, long-sleeved shirt) - in ideal
case wear working uniform provided by employer
understanding and clarifying organogram of the organisation (direct supervisor, other staff
members, directly related)
tour of the facilities (showing of guest rooms, bathing facilities, lounges, changing room, etc.)
precise working instructions, e.g. for wiping a room, as shown in the following example
(picture)
precise the organisation and non-formal information of the company: entrance routine,
room for breaks, kitchen facilities, departure routine, habits of the team members…)
information concerning the clothes and equipments
precise the procedures when existing

Daily routines in the job
Example from France

Example from Germany

A regular day in the working environment in
France could look like the following:

A regular day in the working environment in
Germany could look like the following:

8.30

8.45

9.00

10.00

Arrival at work, change clothes,
prepare housekeeper trolley
according to the manager’s
instructions with adequate/specific
cleaning kit, bedsheets and towels
etc.
Consultation with the supervisor to
have the list of the rooms to clean,
according to the instructions:
complete/basic cleaning for new
client or maintenance cleaning for
the same client
Start with the common spaces:
corridors, stairs, hall, reception
room… following the instructions
Start with the first room: discretely
knocking on the door to know if the
client is still inside, and entering if
free. Following the cleaning

(beginning of the work may be earlier)
07.45 Arrival at work, changing
clothes
08.00 Start of working time
08.00- Preparing workplace:
08.30 check availability and
completeness of the
housekeeper trolley, arrange all
necessary materials (cleaning
material, bedding, bath
supplies, etc.
08.30- Consultation with the working
09.30 supervisor and introduction in
the daily tasks, feedback from
the previous day, getting
overview of current activities
09.30- Cleaning of approx. 4 guest
11.30 rooms (maintenance cleaning):
- always at first: knocking on
door, asking whether
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procedures for basic/complete
cleaning:

10.20

- open the windows and take out the
garbage
- Bathroom: flush the toilet, put
cleaning product into the toilet,
shower and sink. While the product
works, go into the bedroom
- bedroom: take off the bedsheets;
clean the dust over the furniture,
clean the soil according to the type
of surface (vacuum cleaner, brush,
mop…), change bedsheets
- Bathroom: clean the toilets, sink,
shower, and mirrors with adequate
mops following colour codes (red for
toilets, other colours for shower
etc.). Change towels. Change toilet
paper.
- Check every equipment: television,
phone, lights, dryer hair etc. and
report if problem
- close the windows
- report on the list given by the
supervisor what you did
Follow with the next room with the
cleaning procedures for
maintenance cleaning:
- Open the windows and take out the
garbage
- Bathroom: flush the toilet, put
cleaning product into the toilet,
shower and sink. While the product
works, go into the bedroom
- Bedroom: clean the dust over the
furniture if relevant, clean the soil
according to the type of surface
(vacuum cleaner, brush, mop…) if
needed, change bedsheets if
relevant, make up the bed
- Bathroom: clean the toilets, sink,
shower, and mirrors with adequate
mops following colour codes (red for
toilets, other colours for shower
etc.). Change towels if relevant. Add
toilet paper.

someone’s in – if possible in
country’s language,
alternatively always in English
- proper address of the guest in
case someone is there
- entering of the room, the
trolley is left on the floor; only
materials which are directly
used are to be brought into the
room
- cleaning starts with the bath
room:
- open the window
- flush the toilet, clean the toilet
with appropriate materials,
letting them operate according
to instructions
- clean the shower with sponges
and detergents recommended
for these surfaces
- clean the washbasin according
to instructions
- empty the bathroom garbage
- flush the toilet after
detergents are finished
- change towels
- bedroom: make the bed
- wipe the dust from furniture,
clean the soil according to the
type of surface and the
instructions given from the
supervisor / instructions from
detergents
- Check technical equipment
and control mini-bar
- report if things are missing
from the bar and refill them
- report in case technics are not
working properly
- company specific: refill drinks
and snacks as presents for the
guests
- take out all detergents and
check again whether something
is left or missing
- close the windows in bath
room and bedroom
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10.30
12.30

13.00
15.30

16.00

- Check every equipment: television,
phone, lights, dryer hair etc. and
report if problem
- Close the windows
- report on the list
Next rooms (Repeat the previous
tasks in each room)
Break for lunch

Next rooms (Repeat the previous
tasks in each room)
Order the housekeeper trolley: put
the dirty bedsheets and towels into
the adequate laundry room. Change
the material and cleaning equipment
and products with new one in order
to have a fully prepared
housekeeper trolley for next day.
Give the list with the information on
the rooms completely cleaned and
the rooms maintenanced to the
supervisor. Changing clothes. End of
the working day.

11.3012.00
12.00
12.4514.45

14.4516.15

16.1516.30
16.30

- lock the door when leaving the
room
Reporting to supervisor,
feedback to work / selfreflection & assessment
Lunch break
Cleaning of approx. 2 guest
rooms (basic cleaning)
- follow all steps as in the
maintenance cleaning
- in addition: bed sheets should
be changed
- dirty bedsheets should be
returned to housekeeping
trolley and afterwards to the
cleaning
Support in decoration of
conference hall
- check with supervisor for tasks
related to decoration and
preparation of the conference
hall
- place chairs and tables
according to hall plan
- place table ware and flowers
according to hall plan
- support in preparation of
technical equipment
- print, cut out, prepare name
badges for guests
- posit signs at significant places
(following instructions of
supervisor)
Feedback with supervisor to
reflect on daily tasks (strengths
/ weaknesses)
End of working day
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3.2 Kitchen assistant
Additional recommendations and standards that have to be fulfilled:
- respecting the ordering procedures and consumption dates (in fridges, in shelves, in
dishwasher…)
- respecting the rotations process and consumption dates
- respecting the cold chain

Description of the working place and environment
Preconditions:
-

-

-

Comprehensive explanation and introduction to the tools, appliances and equipments used
in the kitchen
understanding and clarifying organogram and hierarchy in the restaurant: chef, assistant
chef, cookers, assistant cook, direct supervisor…
Worker first has to listen and watch, with explanations of his/her supervisor, to understand
how the kitchen works, what is the protocol; and after some time, worker will be able to
anticipate and work by himself/herself
Explanation of protocol and procedures, hygiene standards and processes in every situation.
comprehensive explanation of the organisation and non-formal information of the company:
entrance routine, room for breaks, kitchen facilities, departure routine, habits of the team
members…
Personal hygiene standards (long trousers, long shirt, shoes, gloves)

Daily routines in the job – one job in two perspectives
Example from France

Example from Italy

A regular day in the French working
environment could look like the following:
(assistant kitchen in dishwashing)

A regular day in the working environment in
Italy could look like the following:
15.50

8.50

9.00

Go to the locker-room, change
clothes with clean clothes. Start
lunch service
- Prepare the workstation and realise
the dishwashing of the kitchen
- Turn on the dishwasher machine,
check if the machine is cleaned
- Store everything left from the
former service
- Check the level of cleaning-liquid

Arrival at work, go to the lockerroom, change clothes with working
clean clothes. Start dinner service
16.00- Start of working time – staff meeting
16.10 where chief establishes a working
plan and assign tasks according to
the menu
16.10- Check if the dishwashing machine is
16.30 cleaned
Check the level of cleaning-liquid in
dishwasher
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12.00

14.00

15.00
17.50
22.30

- Check the presence of cleaned dishtowels
- Clean the kitchen tools used by the
colleagues: do the “kitchendishwashing”
- Store the kitchen tools
- Dry the kitchen tools
- Use the adequate rack for the
dishwasher
Alternatively do the “kitchendishwashing” and the “restaurantdishwashing”
- Put the dirty elements in hot water
- Leave the hatch of the dishwashingpart empty to facilitate the waiters
work
- Clear the plates into the correct
dustbins, put in hot water to prewash the dirty places with sponges or
steel wool, put in the dishwasher
with the relevant rack
- Dry the plates/cutlery if necessary
- Store clean and dry elements
- Inform the waiters in the restaurant
when cutlery and glasses are ready
- Store the plates within the kitchen
Clean, turn off and drain the water of
the dishwasher machine
- Put the dirty towels in the laundry
bin
- Clean the soil of the dishwashing
part: brush, flush
- Clean the kitchen sinks
Break
Start of the evening service. Same
tasks
End of the work day

16.3017.00

17.0018.30

18.3019.00

19.0019.30

Check the presence of cleaned dishtowels
Preparing the workstation: organize
and arrange utensils (choppers,
meat slicers, mincer, planetary
mixer, cutting boards, saucepan, etc)
equipping the workstation according
to menu
Support cook assistant/cook while
cooking: cleaning workstation from
garbage, bringing to him utensils
needed, washing-up and drying
utensils
Clean workstation from garbage and
then with disinfectant
Clean utensils with dishwasher
Clean grids and electric/gas range
with kitchen sterilizer
Store utensils
Clean sink
Sweep and vacuum the floor
Briefing with supervisor& Staff
dinner

19.30- Clean workstation from garbage and
22.30 then with disinfectant
Clean utensils/dishes/glasses/cutlery
first in hot water then with
dishwasher (several dishwashing will
be necessary during the service)
Store utensils / dishes / glasses /
cutlery
22.30- Clean hood with degreaser
23.00 Clean grids and electric/gas range
with kitchen sterilizer
Clean sink
Clean refrigerators in particular seals
with degreaser and then with
sterilizer
Sweep and vacuum, cleaning the
floor with disinfectant
23.00

Go to the locker-room, change
clothes with personal clothes end of
working day
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3.3 Assistant Cook
Additional recommendations and standards that have to be fulfilled:
- basic knowledge of the local food specificities if relevant
- respecting the ordering procedures and consumption dates (in fridges, in shelves, in
dishwasher…)
- respecting the rotations process and consumption dates
- respecting the cold chain

Description of the working place and environment
Preconditions:
-

-

Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all tools, menu and other staff which may be
connected to kitchen.
understanding and clarifying organogram of the kitchen: chef, assistant chef, cookers,
assistant cook, direct supervisor…
The first time an employee joins the team, he/she has to listen and follow the work
instructions on how to use the equipments and ask for information, to observe how the
colleagues are working, to realise the required tasks, to execute the work instructions.
He/She is working with an identified first supervisor.
As an assistant cook, the employee will first receive a training to be allow then to realise
his/her tasks. He/She will receive precise working instructions.
Explanation of protocol and procedures, hygiene processes when existing.
precise the organisation and non-formal information of the company: entrance routine,
room for breaks, kitchen facilities, departure routine, habits of the team members…
Then, the Assistant cook will be able to anticipate tasks and to propose his/her help at the
adequate moment.
Personal hygiene standards (long trousers, long shirt, shoes)

Daily routines in the job – one job in two perspectives
Example from France

Example from Italy

A regular day in the French working
environment could look like the following:
8.50 Go to the locker-room, change
clothes with clean clothes. Start the
lunch service.
9.00 Be ready to work and go with the
team, receive the working instruction
to assist the service preparation
while keeping the workstation clean,
start the work according to the
working instructions:

A regular day in the working environment in
Italy could look like the following:
15.50

Arrival at work, go to the lockerroom, change clothes with working
clean clothes. Start dinner service
16.00- Start of working time – staff meeting
16.10 where chief establishes a working
plan and assign tasks according to
the menu
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-

12.00

13.00
13.30

14.00

cutting vegetables
peeling vegetables
preparing the meat
cleaning food products
preparing the fish
preparing workstations
cleaning workstations
storing the fridge
watching and checking the
temperature of the fridges
- paying attention to the
consumption dates and rotations.
The Assistant Cook can realise all the
tasks he/she has been trained by the
supervisor.
Start of the service: go to pick the
work-instructions to assist the
preparation and sending plates.
According to work instructions:
- put down the plates on the hatch
to allow the cookers to do the
plating up
- put down the spices or herbs in
the plates
- clean the workstations
- clean, order/store the kitchen
- bring the dirty kitchen tools to
the dishwasher
- store the clean tools
- bring the required tools to the
cookers
- answer the requests of the
colleagues
Preparation of the next service with
the same tasks
Clean the workstations, clean the
kitchen tools, clean the soil: brush
and disinfect the soil, store the
fridges
Closing of the kitchen
Going to the locker-room to change
clothes
Break

16.10- Check quantity and quality of
16.30 ordered fresh food paying attention
to the consumption dates and
rotations
Store fresh food in fridges/ walk in
fridge and storingroom
Check refrigerators’temperatures in
respect of standardized tables
defined by Ministry of Health
16.30- Organizing and arranging utensils:
17.00 choppers, meat slicers, mincer,
planetary mixer, cutting boards,
saucepan, etc equipping the
workstation according to established
menu
17.00- Organizing and arranging ingredients
18.30 on the work station according to
menu (taking from the fridge right
quantity of meat / vegetables / fish,
etc)
Prepare ingredients for cooking:
cleaning vegetables, chopping
vegetables, peeling vegetables,
slicing vegetables, mixing
ingredients to prepare sauces,
cooking sauces, mixing ingredients
to prepare fresh pasta (if necessary)
18.30- Clean workstation from garbage and
19.00 then with degreaser/ disinfectant,
clean oven, grids, microvawe oven,
electric/gas range with degreaser
clean utensils with hot water and
then with dishwasher
Clean sink with disinfectant

19.00- Staff dinner &briefing with
19.30 supervisor before starting the
service in the kitchen
19.30- Preparation of ingredients for
23.00 cooking and support cooks in
cooking express dishes such as pasta
and meat, putting down herbs and
spices in the plates
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17.55 Go to the locker-room, change
clothes with clean clothes. Start the
evening service.
18.00 Service preparation and assist the
service (same tasks)
22.00 End of the working day

23.00

Go to the locker-room, change
clothes with personal clothes end of
working day
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3.4 Waiter/Waitress in the bar area
Additional recommendations and standards that have to be fulfilled:
- respecting the ordering procedures and consumption dates (in fridges, in shelves, in
dishwasher…)
- respecting the rotations process and consumption dates
- Daily routines, fixed breaks
- Basic knowledges of the local food specificities if relevant
- Flexibility of the working hours, from one day to the other

Description of the working place and environment
Preconditions:
-

-

Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all menu, drinks and cocktails
Personal hygiene standards
Understanding and clarifying organogram of the organisation (direct supervisor, other staff
members, directly related)
The first time an employee joins the team, he/she has to listen and follow the work
instructions on how to use the equipments and ask for information, to observe how the
colleagues are working, to realise the required tasks, to execute the work instructions.
He/She is working with an identified first supervisor.
Introduction of the working hours and break-times
Precise the organisation and non-formal information of the company: entrance routine,
room for breaks, kitchen facilities, departure routine, habits of the team members…
Explanation on the working instructions to be able to follow the rules, explanation of
protocol and procedures, hygiene processes when existing.

Daily routines in the job – one job in two perspectives
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Example from France

Example from Germany

A regular day in the French coffee-bar working
environment could look like the following:

A regular day in a bar or restaurant working
environment in Germany could look like the
following:

17.00 Turn on all electric appliances:
dishwasher, coffee machine,
computer, cash machine
17.15 Check and turn on the music playlist,
check the team during a short
meeting
17.20 Prepare the bar desk: all beers
barrels must be plugged, prepare the
required elements of the cocktails
(peeling mint and cutting lemon),
check the correspondence between
proposed drinks and stocks, look for
drinks in the storage
17.40 Check that the toilets are clean and
with toilet paper, empty dustbin
17.45 Customers service: receive orders,
preparing drinks and cocktails, bring
the cocktails to the customers,
preparing the payment. When
available, clear and clean the empty
tables with cleaning products
Fill in the dishwasher, turn on the
machine, store the glasses and
cutlery
Throw the waste in the adequate
dustbin, keep the glass bottles and
the papers separately
20.30 Break for dinner
21.00 Back to the bar
01.30 Clean the workstation: clean the
desk, clean the beers or other alcool
equipments, clean the coffee
machine, clean all elements, turn off
the dishwasher, clean the coffee-bar
(tables, soils, chairs…)
01.45 Turn off the music, collect the money
of the last clients and close the cash
machine under supervision
02.00 End of the day

11.00

11.1511.30

11.3014.30

14.3015.00

Arrival at work, changing clothes,
check whether floor and bathrooms
are clean, turn the electrical devices
on
Preparing workplace, consultation
with the working supervisor,
checking out the correspondence
between proposed drinks and
stocks, prepare basic ingredients of
cocktails
Serving food and beverages for
lunch, regularly checking the
cleanliness of the bar facilities and
restaurant facilities as well as the
own physical appearance, wash
hands regularly
Cleaning up/feedback with
supervisor, throwing the waste in
the dustbin according to local
environment regulations, fill in the
washing machine, store all materials
used
Break

15.0017.30
17.30- Serving food and beverages for
21.15 dinner, regularly checking the
cleanliness of the bar facilities and
restaurant facilities as well as the
own physical appearance, wash
hands regularly
21.15- Feedback with supervisor to reflect
21.30 on daily tasks (strengths /
weaknesses) , cleaning up of all
machines, turn off all electronical
devices (incl. music), close the cash
machine under supervision,
changing clothes
21.30 End of working day
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In Addition to the description of the working environment in a coffee-bar as a working place:
Daily routines in the job
Example from France
A regular day in the French restaurant working environment could look like the following:
9.55
10.00
10.30

11.00

12.00

14.00

15.00
18.00
22.30

Go to the locker-room, change clothes with clean clothes. Start the lunch service.
Clean the restaurant room: soil, tables, bar, desk…
Prepare the cutlery to anticipate the preparation of the tables: counting cutlery and
available glasses, check their cleanness. Prepare the towels according to the adequate
folding. Prepare the salt shakers and pepper shakers, filled in and clean.
Prepare the tables
Cut the bread
Prepare the water pitchers
Check the availability of mineral water, wines and other drinks and inform the
supervisor if needed
Welcome the clients, accompany them to the tables respecting the room organisation
in ranks or squares, bring the menu, inform the clients on the dishes
Take the orders
Bring the orders’ forms to the kitchen
Pay attention to the dishes ready to be served (when the bell rings…)
Serve the plates: take the plates, put down the plates to the tables according to the
order form
Check that all customers have bread and water, answer the requests
When clients are finishing the plates, ask for the next plate to the kitchen (claim)
Remove/clear the table: take off the plate, bring it to the dishwashing, change the
cutlery if needed according to the restaurant protocole
Send and serve the next plate
Before serving the dessert, take off the bread, salt and pepper from the table
Propose coffees
Guide the customers to the payment process
Clear the table, clean the table, prepare and set the table again
Clean the glasses all along the service, clean the cutlery too
Constantly check the toilets: clean, with toilet paper, with spray, with hand liquid…
Clean the toilets if needed while ensuring the safety of the clients with information
panel.
Once all clients are gone, clean the restaurant room and prepare it for the next service:
sweep the floor, clean the floor, check the tables stability and feet, check and clean all
elements in the room
Go back to the locker-room and break-time
Go to the locker-room, change clothes with clean clothes. Start of the evening service.
End of the day
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3.5 Landscape Management Assistant
Description of the working place and environment
Preconditions:
-

Comprehensive introduction and explanation of all machines, tools, equipments, electric
appliances, heat-appliances… by the company/employer
Wearing secure clothes and uniform (in the case that company doesn’t give uniform for you,
bring something adequate)
Listen and follow the protocol given by the supervisor
Comprehensive explanation of the daily tasks, required duration and location
precise the organisation and non-formal information of the company: entrance routine,
room for breaks, kitchen facilities, departure routine, habits of the team members…
Specific training and information on the machine and other tools to be used properly,
precisely

Daily routines in the job
Example from France

Example from Austria

A regular day in the French public institution
working environment could look like the
following:

A regular day in the Austrian private institution
working environment could look like the
following:

05.55

06.00

Arriving at the workstation. Taking
the keys at the guardhouse, go to the
locker-room and getting dressed with
working clothes (personal equipment
and protection), safety shoes,
trousers for work, jacket for work,
gloves.
Meeting with the boss who gives all
information for daily tasks to do,
briefing on the safety rules: safety
perimeter while using heatequipments and materials, and
safety personal equipments: helmet,
ear defender, helmet with visors,
protection glasses…
Start working in pair respecting the
rules of security perimeter while
using the heat equipments and
materials

05.30

Arrival at workplace. Getting ready
to work (changing clothes to work
uniform, getting the work
equipment, preparing the plan for
the day with the supervisor/
department officer) in the
headquarters of the company.

05.45

Transfer to the operating place
(usually takes half an hour).

06.15

Start working
Cleaning hedges, watering plants,
pruning, etc. This profession is
mostly depending on the season
(winter: clear snow, autumn:
picking leaves, etc.)

09.00

Break
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11.00
11.30

13.30

14.20

14.30

– Pick up leaves and move branches
according to the defined perimeter
going from the point A to the point B
Break for lunch
Get back to work, continue the
ongoing tasks
- Give water in the garden:
flowers, plants, trees…
- Trim the trees
- Mow the lawn
Check the entire site to verify that all
materials and machines are on the
adequate location and nothing is
missing, check the gas level of the
machine, clean and maintain the
machines.
Short meeting with the team and
supervisor to explain the tasks
realised and the tasks postponed.
Coming back to the locker-room,
change the clothes and close the
locker-room.
End of the working day.

09.30
12.30

12.30

Get back to work, continue working
and the fulfilment of the remaining
tasks normally related to the
season and the work plan already
prepared in the morning
Closing of the day with the last
tasks and a short overview
(feedback) of the day with the
supervisor.

13.00

Transfer to headquarters, changing
clothes. Signing the timesheet. End
of the workday.

13.30

Leaving the headquarters.
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4 Conclusion
The present handbook is a compilation of a short explanation of European Transparency Instruments
and five job descriptions in the tourism sector. The research showed that there are no descriptions of
these job profiles on Level 2 of the EQF. On the same time the job profiles themselves did not exist in
some countries of the European Union. With this, cultural differences are getting more and more
obvious. European Transparency Instruments, such as the ECVET system with special focus on
learning outcomes or the Europass with its five documents can simplify the process of assessing
informally or non-formal acquired knowledge, skills and competences of refugees.
For a start, the partnership had to define and set standards for the five selected job profiles. Here,
use was made of the ECVET system (reflected in the learning outcomes in the job profiles) and the
EQF system, which is the legal basis for the description. This handbook provides all readers with a
general description of Level 2 job profiles, which have not been existent in some countries before.
Therefore, they can be a basis for employers and employees to rely on when establishing an
employment relationship. From Level 3 and 4, most European countries then have adequate job
profiles for the tourism sector. For now, Level 2 is a suitable starting point for all refugees without
proper language skills or learning experiences that might be beneficial for the job.
Still, as all of the job descriptions are only useful when applied to their national regulations and local
standards, these job descriptions have yet again to be modified by the partner countries. For this
reason, this handbook is a general description which should help to get a hold of Level 2 descriptions
of job profiles. Yet, these descriptions, are adapted to national standards in the separate translations
of this handbook. Like this, readers get a first impression of these job profiles on Level 2 of the EQF
system, whereas potential employers and employees will get a directly useable, modified and
adapted version of the profiles in the national languages of this partnership.
A short impression of cultural differences and their effects on the employment relationship is given
in the third chapter of this handbook. Here, national examples of French standards shall sensitize
both sides for different working routines and special working conditions before taking on an
employment. Again, these examples are modified in the national versions. Like this, the reader gets a
first impression and awareness for challenges that might occur in the English handbook. When
reading the national version, national standards are reflected to offer a direct support immediately.
The partnership hopes to do their bit to raise awareness for the many differences that already exist
within Europe and which gets more critical when dealing with nationalities outside the EU. This
document shall become a basis for the use of the job descriptions on Level 2 of the EQF. This way,
the entrance to the labour market shall become easier for refugees.
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Annexes
Annex 1: Learning Agreement
Source: www.ecvet-toolkit.eu/ecvet-toolkit/sign-learning-agreement

Learning Agreement

1.

Information about the participants

Contact details of the home organisation
Name of organisation

Address

Telephone/fax
E-mail
Website
Contact person
Telephone/fax
E-mail
Contact details of the host organisation
Name of organisation
Address
Telephone/fax
E-mail
Website
Contact person
Tutor/mentor
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Telephone/fax
E-mail
Contact details of the learner
Name
Address
Telephone/fax
E-mail
Date of birth
Please tick

(dd/mm/yyyy)
☐ Male
☐ Female

Contact details of parents or legal guardian of the learner, if applicable
Name
Address
Telephone
E-mail
If an intermediary organisation is involved, please provide contact details
Name of organisation
Address
Telephone/fax
E-mail
Website
Contact person
Telephone/fax
E-mail

2.

Duration of the learning period abroad
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Start date of the training abroad

(dd/mm/yyyy)

End date of the training abroad

(dd/mm/yyyy)

Length of time abroad

3.

(number of weeks)

The qualification being taken by the learner - including information on the learner’s progress
(knowledge, skills and competence already acquired)
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Title of the qualification being taken by the
learner (please also provide the title in the
language of the partnership, if appropriate)
EQF level (if appropriate)
NQF level (if appropriate)
Information on the learner’s progress in
relation to the learning pathway (Information
to indicate acquired knowledge, skills,
competence could be included in an annex)

Enclosures in annex - please tick as appropriate

4.

☐ Europass Certificate Supplement
☐ Europass CV
☐ Europass Mobility
☐ Europass Language Passport
☐ European Skills Passport
☐ (Unit[s] of) learning outcomes already acquired by the learner
☐ Other: please specify

Description of the learning outcomes to be achieved during mobility
Title of unit(s)/groups of learning
outcomes/parts of units to be acquired
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Number of ECVET points to be acquired while
abroad

Please specify (if appropriate)

Learning outcomes to be achieved
Description of the learning activities (e.g.
information on location(s) of learning, tasks to
be completed and/or courses to be attended)
Enclosures in annex - please tick as
appropriate

5.

☐ Description of unit(s)/groups of learning outcomes which are the
focus of the mobility
☐ Description of the learning activities
☐ Individual’s development plan when abroad
☐ Other: please specify

Assessment and documentation
Name:
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Person(s) responsible for assessing the
learner’s performance

Organisation, role:

Date of assessment: dd/mm/yyyy
Assessment of learning outcomes
Method: Please specify
How and when will the assessment be
recorded?

Please include

6.

☐ Detailed information about the assessment procedure (e.g.
methods, criteria, assessment grid)
☐ Template for documenting the acquired learning outcomes (such
as the learner’s transcript of record or Europass Mobility)
☐ Individual’s development plan when abroad
☐ Other: Please specify

Validation and recognition
Name: Please insert
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Person (s) responsible for validating the
learning outcomes achieved abroad
How will the validation process be carried out?

Recording of validated achievements

Organisation, role: Please specify
Please specify
Date: dd/mm/yyyy
Method: Please specify

Person(s) responsible for recognising the
learning outcomes achieved abroad

How will the recognition be conducted?

Name: Please insert
Organisation, role: Please specify
Please specify
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7.

Signature

Home organisation/country

Host organisation/country

Learner

Name, role

Name, role

Name

Place, date

Place, date

Place, date

If applicable: Intermediary organisation

If applicable: Parent or legal guardian

Name, role

Name, role

Place, date

Place, date
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8.

Additional information
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9.

Annexes
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Annex 2: Europass CV
Source: http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/documents/curriculum-vitae/templates-instructions
Replace with First name(s) Surname(s)

PERSONAL INFORMATION

[All CV headings are optional. Remove any empty headings.]

Replace with house number, street name, city, postcode, country
Replace with telephone number

Replace with mobile number

State e-mail address
State personal website(s)
Replace with type of IM service Replace with messaging account(s)
Sex Enter sex | Date of birth dd/mm/yyyy | Nationality Enter nationality/-ies
JOB APPLIED FOR
POSITION
PREFERRED JOB
STUDIES APPLIED FOR
PERSONAL STATEMENT

Replace with job applied for / position / preferred job / studies applied for /
personal statement (delete non relevant headings in left column)

WORK EXPERIENCE
[Add separate entries for each experience. Start from the most recent.]

Replace with dates (from to)

Replace with occupation or position held
Replace with employer’s name and locality (if relevant, full address and website)
▪ Replace with main activities and responsibilities
Business or sector Replace with type of business or sector

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
[Add separate entries for each course. Start from the most recent.]

Replace with dates (from - to)

Replace with qualification awarded

Replace with EQF
(or other) level if
relevant

Replace with education or training organisation’s name and locality (if relevant, country)
▪ Replace with a list of principal subjects covered or skills acquired
PERSONAL SKILLS
[Remove any headings left empty.]

Mother tongue(s)
Other language(s)

Replace with language

Replace with mother tongue(s)

UNDERSTANDING

SPEAKING

WRITING

Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Spoken production

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Replace with name of language certificate. Enter level if known.

Replace with language

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Replace with name of language certificate. Enter level if known.
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Levels: A1/A2: Basic user - B1/B2: Independent user - C1/C2 Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

Communication skills

Organisational / managerial skills

Job-related skills

Replace with your communication skills. Specify in what context they were
acquired. Example:
▪ good communication skills gained through my experience as sales manager
Replace with your organisational / managerial skills. Specify in what context they
were acquired. Example:
▪ leadership (currently responsible for a team of 10 people)
Replace with any job-related skills not listed elsewhere. Specify in what context
they were acquired. Example:
▪ good command of quality control processes (currently responsible for quality
audit)

Digital skills

SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication

Content
creation

Safety

Problem
solving

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Enter level

Levels: Basic user - Independent user - Proficient user
Digital competences - Self-assessment grid

Replace with name of ICT-certificates

Replace with your other computer skills. Specify in what context they were acquired. Example:
▪ good command of office suite (word processor, spread sheet, presentation software)
▪ good command of photo editing software gained as an amateur photographer

Other skills

Driving licence

Replace with other relevant skills not already mentioned. Specify in what context
they were acquired. Example:
▪ carpentry

Replace with driving licence category/-ies. Example:
B

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Publications
Presentations
Projects
Conferences
Seminars
Honours and awards
Memberships
References

Replace with relevant publications, presentations, projects, conferences, seminars,
honours and awards, memberships, references. Remove headings not relevant in
the left column.
Example of publication:
▪ How to write a successful CV, New Associated Publishers, London, 2002.
Example of project:
▪ Devon new public library. Principal architect in charge of design, production,
bidding and construction supervision (2008-2012).
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Citations
Courses
Certifications
ANNEXES
Replace with list of documents annexed to your CV. Examples:
▪ copies of degrees and qualifications;
▪ testimonial of employment or work placement;
▪ publications or research.
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Annex 3: Language Passport
Source: http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/documents/european-skills-passport/languagepassport/templates-instructions

Replace with First name(s) Surname(s)

Mother tongue(s)

Other language(s)

Replace with mother tongue(s)

Replace with other languages

Replace with language
Self-assessment of language skills
Understanding

Speaking

Writing

Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Spoken production

Writing

Replace with level
(e.g. B1)

Replace with level
(e.g. B1)

Replace with level
(e.g. B1)

Replace with level
(e.g. B1)

Replace with level (e.g.
B1)

Replace with level label
(e.g. Independent user)

Replace with level label
(e.g. Independent user)

Replace with level label
(e.g. Independent user)

Replace with level label
(e.g. Independent user)

Replace with level label (e.g.
Independent user)

Certificates and diplomas
Title

Awarding body

Replace with name of certificate or diploma

Replace with name of awarding body

Date

Level*

Replace with
date of issue

Replace with
level (e.g. B2)

Linguistic and intercultural experience
Description
Using languages for study or training / Using languages at work / Using languages while living
or travelling abroad / Mediating between languages (delete non relevant types of experience or
replace with your own text): Replace with description of experience

Duration
Replace with dates (from - to)
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U
n
d
er
st
a
n
di
n
g

S
p
e
a
ki
n
g

W
rit
in
g

Listening

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Basic User

Basic User

Independent user

Independent user

Proficient user

Proficient user

I can understand familiar words and
very basic phrases concerning myself,
my family and immediate concrete
surroundings when people speak
slowly and clearly.

I can understand phrases and the
highest frequency vocabulary related
to areas of most immediate personal
relevance (e.g. very basic personal
and family information, shopping,
local area, employment). I can catch
the main point in short, clear, simple
messages and announcements.

I can understand the main points of clear
standard speech on familiar matters
regularly encountered in work, school,
leisure, etc. I can understand the main
point of many radio or TV programmes
on current affairs or topics of personal or
professional interest when the delivery is
relatively slow and clear.

I can understand extended speech and
lectures and follow even complex lines
of argument provided the topic is
reasonably familiar. I can understand
most TV news and current affairs
programmes. I can understand the
majority of films in standard dialect.

I can understand extended speech
even when it is not clearly structured
and when relationships are only
implied and not signalled explicitly. I
can understand television
programmes and films without too
much effort.

I have no difficulty in understanding any
kind of spoken language, whether live
or broadcast, even when delivered at
fast native speed, provided I have some
time to get familiar with the accent.

I can understand familiar names, words
and very simple sentences, for
example on notices and posters or in
catalogues.

I can read very short, simple texts. I
can find specific, predictable
information in simple everyday
material such as advertisements,
prospectuses, menus and timetables
and I can understand short simple
personal letters.

I can understand texts that consist
mainly of high frequency everyday or jobrelated language. I can understand the
description of events, feelings and
wishes in personal letters.

I can read articles and reports
concerned with contemporary
problems in which the writers adopt
particular attitudes or viewpoints. I can
understand contemporary literary
prose.

I can understand long and complex
factual and literary texts, appreciating
distinctions of style. I can understand
specialised articles and longer
technical instructions, even when they
do not relate to my field.

I can read with ease virtually all forms of
the written language, including abstract,
structurally or linguistically complex
texts such as manuals, specialised
articles and literary works.

I can interact in a simple way provided
the other person is prepared to repeat
or rephrase things at a slower rate of
speech and help me formulate what I'm
trying to say. I can ask and answer
simple questions in areas of immediate
need or on very familiar topics.

I can communicate in simple and
routine tasks requiring a simple and
direct exchange of information on
familiar topics and activities. I can
handle very short social exchanges,
even though I can't usually
understand enough to keep the
conversation going myself.

I can deal with most situations likely to
arise whilst travelling in an area where
the language is spoken. I can enter
unprepared into conversation on topics
that are familiar, of personal interest or
pertinent to everyday life (e.g. family,
hobbies, work, travel and current
events).

I can interact with a degree of fluency
and spontaneity that makes regular
interaction with native speakers quite
possible. I can take an active part in
discussion in familiar contexts,
accounting for and sustaining my
views.

I can express myself fluently and
spontaneously without much obvious
searching for expressions. I can use
language flexibly and effectively for
social and professional purposes. I
can formulate ideas and opinions with
precision and relate my contribution
skilfully to those of other speakers.

I can take part effortlessly in any
conversation or discussion and have a
good familiarity with idiomatic
expressions and colloquialisms. I can
express myself fluently and convey finer
shades of meaning precisely. If I do
have a problem I can backtrack and
restructure around the difficulty so
smoothly that other people are hardly
aware of it.

I can use simple phrases and
sentences to describe where I live and
people I know.

I can use a series of phrases and
sentences to describe in simple
terms my family and other people,
living conditions, my educational
background and my present or most
recent job.

I can connect phrases in a simple way in
order to describe experiences and
events, my dreams, hopes and
ambitions. I can briefly give reasons and
explanations for opinions and plans. I
can narrate a story or relate the plot of a
book or film and describe my reactions.

I can present clear, detailed
descriptions on a wide range of
subjects related to my field of interest. I
can explain a viewpoint on a topical
issue giving the advantages and
disadvantages of various options.

I can present clear, detailed
descriptions of complex subjects
integrating sub-themes, developing
particular points and rounding off with
an appropriate conclusion.

I can present a clear, smoothly-flowing
description or argument in a style
appropriate to the context and with an
effective logical structure which helps
the recipient to notice and remember
significant points.

I can write a short, simple postcard, for
example sending holiday greetings. I
can fill in forms with personal details,
for example entering my name,
nationality and address on a hotel
registration form.

I can write short, simple notes and
messages. I can write a very simple
personal letter, for example thanking
someone for something.

I can write simple connected text on
topics which are familiar or of personal
interest. I can write personal letters
describing experiences and impressions.

I can write clear, detailed text on a wide
range of subjects related to my
interests. I can write an essay or
report, passing on information or giving
reasons in support of or against a
particular point of view. I can write
letters highlighting the personal
significance of events and experiences.

I can express myself in clear, wellstructured text, expressing points of
view at some length. I can write about
complex subjects in a letter, an essay
or a report, underlining what I consider
to be the salient issues. I can select a
style appropriate to the reader in mind.

I can write clear, smoothly-flowing text
in an appropriate style. I can write
complex letters, reports or articles
which present a case with an effective
logical structure which helps the
recipient to notice and remember
significant points. I can write summaries
and reviews of professional or literary
works.

Reading

Spoken
interaction

Spoken
production

Writing
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Annex 4: Europass Mobility
Source: http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/documents/european-skills-passport/europass-mobility/examples

Holder of the document
1 SURNAME(S) *

2 FIRST NAME(S) *

4 DATE OF BIRTH

5 NATIONALITY

dd

3 ADDRESS

mm yyyy

Issuing organisation
6 NAME OF THE ORGANISATION *

7 DOCUMENT NUMBER *

8 ISSUING DATE *

dd

mm yyyy

Sending partner
9 NAME AND ADDRESS *

10 STAMP AND/OR SIGNATURE

11 SURNAME(S) AND FIRST NAME(S) OF REFERENCE PERSON/MENTOR *

12 TELEPHONE

13 TITLE/POSITION

14 E-MAIL

Host partner
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15 NAME AND ADDRESS *

16 STAMP AND/OR SIGNATURE

17 SURNAME(S) AND FIRST NAME(S) OF REFERENCE PERSON/MENTOR

18 TELEPHONE

19 TITLE/POSITION

20 E-MAIL

* Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.
Europass Mobility is a standard European document, which records details of the contents and the results - in terms of skills and competences or of academic
achievements - of a period that a person of whatever age, educational level and occupational status has spent in another European country (UE/EFTA/EEA and candidate
countries) for learning purposes.
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Description of the Mobility experience
21 OBJECTIVE OF THE MOBILITY EXPERIENCE *

22 EDUCATION OR TRAINING INITIATIVE IN THE COURSE OF WHICH THE MOBILITY EXPERIENCE WAS COMPLETED

23 COMMUNITY OR MOBILITY PROGRAMME INVOLVED

DURATION OF THE MOBILITY EXPERIENCE
24 FROM *

TO *
dd

mm yyyy

dd

mm yyyy

Skills acquired during the Mobility experience
26A ACTIVITIES/TASKS CARRIED OUT *

27A JOB-RELATED SKILLS

At the end of placement, the trainee was able to:

28A LANGUAGE SKILLS

29A COMPUTER SKILLS

30A ORGANISATIONAL / MANAGERIAL SKILLS

31A COMMUNICATION SKILLS
32A OTHER SKILLS
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33A DATE *

34A SIGNATURE OF THE REFERENCE PERSON/MENTOR

dd mm yyyy

*35A SIGNATURE OF THE HOLDER

* Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.
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Annex 5: CAF – Diversity Checklist
Source:
https://www.oeffentlicherdienst.gv.at/verwaltungsinnovation/qualitaetsmanagement/CAF_DIVERSIT
AET_Checkliste_English.pdf?64uhd5

CAF- Diversity Checklist

Box to tick

Criterion 1: Leadership

Criterion 1.1 Provide direction for the organisation by developing its mission, vision and
Values
The organisation is driven by a common understanding of diversity. This contains the understanding for
inequality, anti-discrimination, the proactive prevention of discrimination, the shaping of fair systems and
contributing to social change ("shaping fair change").
The common understanding of diversity is anchored in leading documents such as a mission statement and a
strategy. The mission statement is based on a fair composition of the organisation and social variety. Diversity of
society and just arrangements within the organisation are part of our mission statement.
The common understanding of diversity serves as an orientation framework for fair and non-discriminatory work
of all employees.
Discriminatory behavior will be prevented. All employees will be supported in their dealings with diversity.
A code of conduct for diversity, equality and the prevention of discrimination is in force.

Criterion 1.2 Manage the organisation, its performance and its continuous improvement
In order to guarantee the implementation of the understanding of diversity as well as its strategies and goals, the
organisation has defined all necessary structures. It is ensured, that no group of persons is being excluded.
Necessary resources (time, finances, space) for diversity management have been allocated.
The management systems comprise indicators for diversity management.
A documented system, guaranteeing that diversity management comprises all relevant business- and activity
areas, is in force.
An employee has been appointed for diversity coordination and all accompanying activities.
Procedural rules for the internal as well as the external communication of diversity management (Intranet,
company reports, customer feedback, participation at diversity awards) are in place.

Criterion 1.3 Motivate and support people in the organisation and act as a role model
United standards, feedback and participation in defining the diversity goals increase the diversity competence
and the employee´s motivation to participate. Management takes actively part in diversity management.
The employees are actively involved in the diversity management processes of the organisation. They are
regularly informed and sensitized about various diversity activities.
Positive initiatives concerning diversity and equality of the employees are valued and acknowledged.
The employee´s personal needs and circumstances in terms of cultural diversity will be considered as far as
possible.

Criterion 1.4 Manage effective relations with political authorities and other stakeholders
Goals in diversity, equality and diversity management are included in the process of goal and task- definition.
The achievements of the organisation in terms of diversity and gender equality will explicitely be pointed out.

Criterion 2: Strategy and Planning
Criterion 2.1 Gather information on the present and future needs of stakeholders as well
as relevant management information
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c The organisation is aware of the current developments in its field of responsibility and keeps an overview of
legal and technical developments. Changes and developments in the field of diversity management and equality
are included.
Constantly, data and information of all relevant population groups (social, cultural, economic and
demographic) will be gathered to avoid discrimination and minimise unfair treatment.

Criterion 2.2 Develop strategy and planning, taking into account the gathered information
e The aspect of equality between men and women will be taken into account in the performance information.
The aspects of diversity and equality will be considered comprehensively in the planning of performance
information (for example between men and women or between older and younger people).

Criterion 2.3 Communicate and implement strategy and planning in the whole
organisation and review it on a regular basis
The diversity strategy will be implemented through concrete measures.
b The strategy and the goals are known to all employees. This is also valid for the diversity strategy.
The organisation has the necessary instruments to depict and control the planned and achieved results of the
diversity strategy at its disposal. There are defined responsibilities, tasks, ways of communication and the
measures have their own assigned budgets and schedules.
The goals and the indicators of diversity management system are integrated into strategic controlling.

Criterion 2.4 Plan, implement and review innovation and change
The organisation is open to innovative approaches in diversity management (e.g. diversity index, diversity
scorecard, regional and supra-regional initiatives etc.).
During the innovation process, it must be ensured that no discrimination is taking place by involving the affected
groups.
During surveys and interviews, care must be taken that no groups are systematically excluded (e.g through
language barriers).

Criterion 3: People
Criterion 3.1 Plan, manage and improve human resources transparently with regard to
strategy and planning
Fairness, equality and anti-discrimination are reflected in the staff policy of the organisation. Both staff
recruitment as well as career development are affected.
b Guidelines for staff management have been developped (concerning flexible working hours, paternity- and
maternity leave, sabbaticals, age-appropriate working conditions, equal opportunities, gender and cultural diversity,
employment of people with disabilities).
During the planning of staff needs, focus is being laid on a "balanced staff structure" (diversity-oriented
composition of the workforce), taking into account diversity-relevant aspects (which field of work requires which
colleagues?).
Diversity-relevant knowledge, competences and experiences will be taken into consideration during the hiring
process of new staff.
g Preference will be given to women with equal qualifications when filling management positions. There is a
balanced share of men and women in the organisation. Fairness, Equal opportunities and anti-discrimination
are strongly pursued.
Diverse advertising materials and recruitment channels will be used for the filling of vacancies in order to
guarantee a broad and open scope. Legal requirements for anti-discrimination against disabled persons will be
taken into account.

Criterion 3.2 Identify, develop and use competencies of peole aligning individual and
organisational goals
Management and the employees are trainied and sensitized in the context of equal opportunities, antidiscrimination and diversity.
The organisation offers opportunities for trainings and further education in the field of diversity in order to
enhance the socio-cultural and inter-cultural skills of the workforce.
k Career development of women is being promoted systematically.
Equal opportunities in career development are being promoted systematically.

Criterion 3.3 Involve employees by developing open dialogue and empowerment,
supporting their well-being
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Employees are involved in the creation process of Performance information and Indicators for diversity
management.
Employees know and are informed about the diversity strategy.
Employee surveys contain questions on equality and anti-discrimination.
k Employees with special needs receive proper workplace equipment.

Criterion 4: Partnerships and Resources
Criterion 4.1 Develop and manage partnerships with relevant organisations
In partnership argreements, focus is laid on the diversity understanding of the organisation.
f In case of use of external services, caution is laid that the providers follow their social responsibilities.

Criterion 4.2 Develop and implement partnerships with the citizens/customers
Focus is laid on participation of all groups.
Clients and citizens are being involved in the activities and processes in the field of diversity and equality.
Partnerships with citizens as well as with customers are easily accessible and barrier-free.
The goals and results of diversity management are being publicly communicated.

Criterion 4.3 Manage finances
A planned budget for diversity management is present.

Criterion 4.4 Manage information and knowledge
For the use of available systems and methods for the processing of knowledge, attention is being paid to
accessibility (font size, comprehensibility).

Criterion 4.5 Manage technology
The IKT-strategy as well as the IT-management of the organisation take into consideration the necessary
accessibility.
Specific IKT-solutions support equal opportunities (e.g. screen reader programmes, braille lettering, special
screens for people with visual impairment etc.).

Criterion 4.6 Manage facilities
a The buildings (offices and other premises) are meeting the needs of the employees and the customers (e.g. fire
safety, barrier-free access, accessibility by public transport, parking spaces).
Legal requirements for accessibility are being complied with.

Criterion 5: Processes
Criterion 5.1 Identify, design, manage and Innovate processes on an ongoing basis,
involving the stakeholders
Diversity-related aspects are being taken into consideration during the re-organisation of working processes
(such as consideration of part-time employees during scheduling).
The processes of diversity management are clearly defined. Quality management of the results is being carried
out by the Controlling department/team.
The department offers opportunities for appeals and suitable means for resolving disputes (point of contact for
inquiries) in terms of diversity, equality and discrimination.

Criterion 5.2 Develop and deliver citizen/customer-oriented services and products
The existing socio-cultural knowledge of the customers and all other relevant people will be integrated and used
for the design, the devopment and the improvements of the products.
The information will be processed with a focus on the target group.
c The service- accessibility is user-friendly (e.g. flexible opening hours, draft of documents in plain language
through the Internet/billboards/brochures/braille).

Criterion 5.3 Coordinate processes across the organisation and with other relevant
Organisations
a While structuring and improving of the processes, a certain process-perspective is taken and diversity aspects
will be considered.

Criterion 6: Citizen/Customer-oriented Results
Criterion 6.1 Perception measurements
f We measure the customer´s and citizen´s level of satisfaction with the products and services of the organisation
(e.g. quality, reliability, equal treatment, consideration of diversity).
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Criterion 6.2 Performance measurements
We measure the number of complaints regarding diversity, gender equality and discrimination.

Criterion 7: People Results
Criterion 7.1 Perception measurements
We measure the level of satisfaction with diversity management among the employees (in terms of
comprehensibility, usefulness for the daily workd, meaningfulness for the organisation as a whole, the own
contribution to achieving the effect etc.).
j We measure the satisfaction of the employees in terms of equal opportunities, gender equality and fair
treatment.

Criterion 7.2

Performance measurements

We measure the readiness of the workforce to deal with the topic of diversity management (e.g. number of
completed trainings about diversity management/matters of diversity, gender equality and discrimination).

Criterion 8:
Criterion 8.1

Social Responsibility Results
Perception measurements

We measure the level of social interaction with topics of diversity within the organisation (e.g. diversity
representing enrichment, equal opportunities, handling of discrimination issues etc.).
By observing the media coverage of the organisation´s activities in terms of diversity and gender equality, we
measure the perception by the media.

Criterion 8.2

Performance measurements

We measure the organisation´s support of diversity, gender equality and integration.

Criterion 9:
Criterion 9.1

Key Performance Results
External results: outputs and outcomes to goals

We measure the compliance with diversity standards.

Criterion 9.2

Internal results: level of efficiency

We have results about gender equality and diversity at our disposal.
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